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ABSTRACT 
Studies on vision and visual orientation of the salt marsh horse fly, 
Tabanus nigrovittatus Macquart 
(February 1984) 
Sandra Anne Allan, B.Sc., University of Guelph 
M.Sc., University of Guelph, Ph.D. University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Dr. John G. Stoffolano, Jr. 
Vision of Tabanus nigrovittatus was studied using 
electrophysiological and behavioral methods. Spectral sensitivity, 
determined by extracellular electroretinograms, was greatest at 477 nm 
(blue) and 520 nm (green) with a smaller peak at <342 nm (UV). Two 
\ 
long wavelength photoreceptors at 477 nm and 520 nm are believed to be 
present with a possible third photoreceptor in the UV. Spectral 
sensitivity curves of male and female flies differed in proportions of 
blue and green photoreceptors, with males having a higher percentage 
of blue photoreceptors. The sensitivity of males decreased slightly 
from 1 day of age to 8-18 days of age. Parous females (8- to 
18-day-old) were considerably more sensitive than nulliparous (one day 
old) females. 
The importance of color and contrast in attraction of flies was 
determined by conducting choice tests with panels under field 
conditions. Almost all flies collected were host-seeking parous 
females. From a series of tests with black and white patterned 
vii 
panels, it was determined that maximum attraction was to a large, 
solid object with simple edges, contrasting highly against the 
background regardless of whether the object was black or white. 
Attraction to intensity contrast occurred independent of hue. 
Host-seeking flies were most attracted by blue, followed by black 
and red (low reflectance 400 - 800 nm). Yellow, yellow-green, white 
and ultraviolet were not attractive. Increasing or decreasing 
intensity of hues increased attraction of flies, a result of increased 
contrast against the background. 
The effect of background intensity on attraction to panels was 
determined and high intensity contrast against the background 
increased attraction of host-seeking flies. Panels of an attractive 
l 
hue, however, were most attractive when a low intensty hue was used 
despite the contrast against the background. 
viii 
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INTRODUCTION 
The salt marsh horse fly, Tabanus nigrovittatus Macquart, is 
considered a major pest species in coastal salt marshes along the 
Atlantic Coast. Movement of this species into adjacent agricultural, 
urban, and recreational areas results in considerable annoyance to 
humans (Hansens 1947; Jamnback and Wall 1959; Henry 1973; Bosler and 
Hansens 1974; Schulze et al. 1975) and livestock (MacCreary 1940; 
Blickle 1955; Bosler and Hansens 1974) due to its biting behavior. 
Conventional management of this species by insecticide 
I 
application is not feasible due to its presence in such an 
environmentaly sensitive ecosystem as a salt marsh. Larvae are found 
throughout the soil of salt marshes (MacCreary 1940; Jamnback and Wall 
1959; Freeman 1962) and chemical control methods adequate to control 
larvae would have a deliterious effect on other life on the marsh 
(Jamnback and Wall 1959). Adult flies are found on salt marshes, with 
the exception of some host-seeking parous females which fly to 
adjacent areas in pursuit of blood meals. The environmental risk of 
application of insecticides to the marsh, magnitude of salt marshes 
and the continual problem of migration of flies for blood meals 
(Hansens 1952; Jamnback and Wall 1959) makes control of the adults 
difficult. Controlled flooding of salt marshes, which has been shown 
to reduce the number of larvae, is not a practical method in most 
1 
2 
situations (Anderson and Kneen 1969; Hansens 1973). Natural parasites 
and predators are not common or effective enough to be considered as a 
practical control method (Freeman 1962). The predominant method for 
decreasing local biting populations of _T_. nigrovittatus is the use of 
a trap that attracts and contains the flies. The most commonly used 
traps used are black box or Manning traps (DeCoster 1968; Granger 
1970; Hansens 1973; Dale and Axtell 1976). Attraction to these traps 
is primarily visual and only host-seeking flies (parous flies) are 
collected. Males and nulliparous females, which are autogenous for 
the first gonotrophic cycle (Anderson 1971; Magnarelli and Anderson 
1977), are not attracted to the traps and rarely collected. The 
difference in vision and visual orientation of host-seeking and non 
host-seeking flies is not well understood and the need to obtain 
information on this forms the basis of this dissertation. 
The research presented here involved two methods of approach to 
the investigation of vision of T_. nigrovittatus. The first method 
(Chapter II) was an electrophysiologcial examination of the basis for 
color detection. A massed-response electroretinogram technique was 
used to determine spectral sensitivity functions of males, nulliparous 
or parous females. The second method (Chapters III-IV) involved 
studies of attractive factors for female parous T_. nigrovittatus in 
the field. 
Through knowledge of vision of T_. nigrovittatus. factors 
important in visual attraction of parous female flies could be used to 
enhance effectiveness of current traps or in development of effective 
3 
traps for other tabanids. Understanding vision of males and 
nulliparous females may possibly lead to development of traps for 




Tabanids are considered formidable pests of man and livestock. 
The biting habits of female flies cause annoyance and disruption to 
human activities (Fraser 1920; Metcalf 1932; MacCreary 1940; Gerhardt 
et al. 1973) and cause weight loss (Bruce and Decker 1951; Roberts and 
Pund 1974), blood loss (Cameron 1926; Bailey 1947; Tashiro and 
Schwardt 1953; Frost and Pechuman 1958) and reduced milk production 
(Roth and Lindquist 1948; Granett and Hansens 1956,1957) of livestock. 
Tabanids may also act as vectors of diseases of livestock, wildlife 
and domestic animals (Krinsky 1976). In North America, tabanids are 
efficient vectors of anaplasmosis, anthrax, equine infectious anemia 
virus, hog cholera virus, trypanosomiasis of deer and Elaephora 
schneideri (Adcock and Hibler 1969; Clark and Hibler 1973; Krinsky 
1975, 1976; Krinsky and Pechuman 1975). 
The nuisance status and transmission of pathogens are associated 
with the blood feeding habits of female flies, which are mediated by 
host-seeking behavior. For this reason, an understanding of the 
importance of the stimuli that elicit host-seeking orientation of 
4 
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female flies is important. Various studies have been conducted on 
the influence of visual, chemical and thermal stimuli on host-seeking 
behavior (Thorsteinson 1958; Bracken et al. 1962; Bracken and 
Thorsteinson 1965; Thorsteinson et al. 1965, 1966; Wilson et al. 1966; 
Roberts 1975) and it has become evident that visual cues are of major 
importance (Hanec and Bracken 1962; Thorsteinson et al. 1964). 
Thorough investigation of components of visual attraction is necessary 
for development and improvement of traps visually attractive to flies. 
Importance of Shape 
The earliest documentation of attraction of host-seeking female 
tabanids to ojects visually similar to hosts was by Portchinsky 
(1915). Based on observations that Haematopota pluvialis L. avoided 
white surfaces and was attracted to black surfaces, he suggested that 
local populations of tabanids could be decreased by a person dressed 
in white and carrying a stick and a black shield covered with sticky 
material. The stick would be used to stir tabanids into activity and 
females would be trapped on the black shield upon landing. Cameron 
(1918) noted that certain species of tabanids, despite the presence of 
humans and cattle, gathered around a stationary car parked in an open 
area on bright warm days. He observed tabanids testing the surface of 
the area with mouthparts as if to bite and concluded that this 
response was to the warmth of the car. Attraction and pursuit of cars 
6 
by tabanids was also noted by Jones and Bradley (1923). 
The attraction of female host-seeking flies to visually 
attractive objects was used as the basis for development of numerous 
types of traps. Visual decoys have been used by many researchers to 
attract flies (Skufin 1951; Bracken et al. 1962; Thorsteinson et al. 
1965; Joyce and Hansens 1968; Knudsen and Kees 1968; Snoddy 1970; Neys 
et al. 1971; Pechuman 1972). The behavior of host-seeking flies to 
enter structures has been well documented (Jones and Bradley 1923; 
Cameron 1918, 1926; MacCreary 1940; Bailey 1947) and this information 
combined with knowledge about attractiveness of visual decoys formed 
the basis for development of several types of tabanid traps such as 
the Manitoba trap (Thorsteinson 1958; Thorsteinson et al. 1964), 
Manning trap (Decoster 1968), animal trap (Thompson 1969; Thompson and 
Gregg 1974), canopy trap (Catts 1970; Axtell et al. 1975), and sticky 
cylinder traps (Thornhill and Hays 1972). 
Experimental modification of the visual decoys or traps has 
provided information about the factors important in visual orientation 
of flies. Evidence from studies on attraction to various sized decoys 
indicated that larger objects are more attractive to host-seeking 
tabanids (Barrass 1959; Thorsteinson et al. 1964, 1965; Bracken and 
Thorsteinson 1965; Henry 1973). This was believed to result from 
greater visibility of larger objects from a distance. Height of a 
decoy in relation to flight height of tabanids is important and the 
largest collections occur just above ground level or the top of ground 
cover where the majority of flights occur (Hansens 1947; Jamnback and 
7 
Wall 1959; Thorsteinson et al. 1965; Joyce and Hansens 1968; Rockel 
1968; Schulze et al. 1975; Morgan and Lee 1977). Motion of a decoy 
was not found to be important in attraction by Bracken and 
Thorsteinson (1965), however, Mazohkin-Porshnyakov et al. (1976) found 
that movement of decoys enhanced collections. Surface temperatures of 
decoys were not found to be important in attraction by Bracken and 
Thorsteinson (1965). Three-dimensional decoys were more attractive 
than two-dimensional decoys (Bracken et al. 1962; Thorsteinson et al. 
1966) and Thorsteinson (1966) believed this to be the result of the 
increased visibility from a larger number of directions and a greater 
distance. Spheres are generally more attractive than vertical or 
horizontal cylinders or cubes (Bracken et al. 1962; Thorsteinson et 
al. 1966). Roberts (1977) and Browne and Bennett (1980) did not find 
a strong preference by host-seeking tabanids to any shape. 
Mazokhin-Porshnyakov and Burakova (1976) reported that square box 
traps with legs were more attractive than those without legs. Surface 
patterns on decoys have been examined experimentally and the presence 
of stripes on decoys has been reported to decrease attraction (Hanec 
and Bracken 1962; Bracken and Thorsteinson 1965; Hansens et al. 1971; 
Browne and Bennett 1980). Hansens et al. (1971) reported that 
patterns on two-dimensional panels most attractive to T. nigrovittatus 
were a large white square on a black panel and a solid black panel. 
Patterns that provided contrast from a distance were most attractive. 
8 
Interaction of Odor with Visual Cues 
Attraction of tabanids to carbon dioxide was first reported by 
Wilson et al. (1966) in Louisiana. They compared attraction of 
tabanids to cylindrical black sticky traps (cow mimics) with and 
without dry ice as bait. Attraction of female flies to traps was 
enhanced using dry ice and Wilson et al. (1966) concluded that flies 
were attracted into the area of the trap by odor and then flies were 
accidentally collected on the trap. Wilson (1968) later reported 
reduced horse fly activity on cattle during a trapping study in 
Louisiana in which he placed dry ice-baited sticky traps around the 
periphery of the pasture. During trapping studies in northern 
Ontario, Bennett and Smith (1968) investigated the efficiency of use 
of carbon dioxide in conjunction with visual stimuli. They reported 
that all of the flies collected were on the traps with both visual and 
olfactory stimuli, and no flies were collected on traps with only 
visual stimulus. The authors concluded that visual stimulus was 
important for host orientation of tabanids in open areas, however, in 
densely forested areas, olfaction was used more for long range 
orientation. Following these reports of the success of C02-baited 
traps, numerous other researchers have used C02 to enhance attraction 
to visual traps as well as for flight interception traps (Knudsen and 
Rees 1968; Roberts 1970b; Blume et al. 1972; Thornhill and Hays 1972; 
Sheppard and Wilson 1978) 
Several efforts have been made to correlate attraction of 
9 
tabanids to the amount of C02 released or to attractiveness of host 
animals. Wilson and Richardson (1970) tested attraction of deer flies 
to visual traps baited with dry ice and determined that carbon dioxide 
was an attractant for deer flies, however, not to the same extent as 
for Tabanus sp.. Roberts (1971) used Malaise traps baited with C02 
from tanks to investigate the effect of different release rates of 
gas on attraction of flies to traps. He noted proportional increases 
in collections of tabanids with increased rates of C02 release, 
however, this response differed between species. He concluded that 
the level of response was influenced by the distance of the flies from 
the C02 release point and the number of responsive flies in the area. 
Comparisons made between the attractiveness of C02-baited visual 
traps and host animals indicate that greater attraction occurs to the 
traps (Everett and Lancaster 1968; Roberts 1972; Anderson et al. 
1974). Roberts (1975) investigated the efficacy of rates of C02 
emission equivalent to the natural C02 release rates from cattle in 
attraction of tabanids to Malaise traps. Malaise traps were tested 
with or without a black cylinder which was provided as a visual decoy. 
Attraction to the visual decoy varied greatly between species and for 
3 out of 10 species, the trap with the visual decoy and no C02 was as 
attractive as the trap with no visual decoy and a C02 release rate of 
100 ml/min. The attractiveness of different rates of C02 varied 
between species, however, in general, increased C02 release rates 
increased collections up to a concentration of C02 which was 
repellent 
10 
The explanation of the differences in attraction between species 
to different levels of C02 may be similar to one proposed by Mullens 
and Gerhardt (1979) for some feeding site preferences of tabanids. 
From their extensive study on host feeding site preferences, they 
concluded that orientation of tabanids to their feeding sites may be 
related to C02 emissions from the host, with those flies feeding near 
the head being attracted to higher C02 release rates. 
Importance of Color in Attraction 
Numerous reports in the literature indicate that tabanids are 
more attracted to dark-colored animals than to light-colored animals 
(Philip 1931; Tashiro and Schwardt 1953; Thompson and Pechuman 1970) 
and to dark-colored objects than to light-colored objects (Protchinsky 
1915; MacCreary 1940; Hansens 1947; Brown and Morrison 1955; 
Thorsteinson 1958; Hays 1968; Lavigne et al. 1968; Rockel 1968; Catts 
1970; Granger 1970; Roberts 1970a; Pechuman 1972). Greater attraction 
of Chrysops or Tabanus to people wearing blue clothing compared to 
white or light clothing has been reported by MacCreary (1940), Hansens 
(1947), Duke (1955), and Barrass (1960). These observations raised 
the question whether tabanids could perceive color and, if so, whether 
there was a color that was very attractive and could be used for 
visual trapping of the flies. 
Response of host-seeking tabanids to color as determined under 
field conditions from experiments with traps was generally greatest to 
blue, red and black. Bracken et al. (1962) observed the attraction of 
11 
Tabanus lineola (O.S.) and Tabanus lineola scutellaris (Macq.) to 
large sticky coated spheres painted with various colors. Maximum 
attraction to both spheres was to dark blue, closely followed by black 
and red. Lower collections were made on violet, green, yellow and 
white spheres. Cylindrical traps covered with colored paper were used 
by Hays (1968) who found that black and red traps were more attractive 
than blue, green or light brown traps. Henry (1973) used sticky 
coated spheres to collect tabanids and found that greatest attraction 
was to red, black and blue spheres. Green was moderately attractive 
and white and silver were unattractive. He found that deer flies were 
more strongly attracted to blue spheres than to green, red, black or 
yellow—green spheres. Snoddy (1970) used colored sticky coated 
balloons and found that red and black balloons were very attractive 
and white traps were not very attractive to Chrysops sp. Results from 
a study by Browne and Bennett (1980) who used sticky coated panels, 
indicated that Chrysops spp. were most attracted to red and blue. 
Black and white panels were moderately attractive and yellow panels 
were least attractive. Hybomitra sp. were most attracted to blue and 
red panels, moderately attracted to black and white, and least 
attracted to yellow panels. During a study on the oviposition 
behavior of Chrysops spp., it was noted that more oviposition occurred 
on red or unpainted stakes placed in the water (Roth and Lindquist 
1948). Decoys of different shapes (circle, cube, sphere) and colors 
(black, white, blue) were suspended from modified Manitoba traps by 
Neys et al. (1971) and attraction of tabanid species noted. Black 
12 
spheres and cubes were most attractive and blue cubes and spheres and 
all white shapes less attractive. High ultraviolet reflection does 
not appear to be attractive to tabanids as indicated by a study by 
Bracken and Thorsteinson (1965). Attraction was compared between a 
black cylinder and an identical one with one-ninth of its surface area 
covered by aluminum foil discs. Collections on the foil covered 
cylinder were 80% lower than on the black cylinder. From these 
trapping studies, only a limited amount of information on the visual 
capabilities of tabanids could be obtained because of the interaction 
of hue and intensity on attraction. 
Hanec and Bracken (1962) studied the attraction of female horse 
flies to different colored light in an attempt to explain some of the 
aspects of color attraction of host-seeking tabanids under field 
conditions. Using a Y-tube apparatus with white light at one arm and 
colored filtered light at the other arm, they noted the relative 
attraction of flies to the arm with colored light. Attraction of 
flies to the arm with the colored light was greatest at 500-550 nm and 
400 nm. Hanec and Bracken (1962) did not discuss their work in 
context of possible photoreceptors. 
The only electrophysiological study on vision in tabanids was 
done by Mazokhin-Porshnyakov et al. (1975). They determined spectral 
sensitivity curves, based on equal-sized electroretinogram response, 
for Tabanus bromius and Hybomitra schineri. Using chromatic 
adaptation studies and behavioral experiments, they concluded that 
photoreceptors with maximum absorbance of 480 nm and 515 nm were 
present in _T. bromius and photoreceptors with maximum absorbance at 
487 nm and 528 nm in H_. schineri. They did not test below 400 nm and 
thus did not derive information about the presence or absence of 
ultraviolet photoreceptors, nor did they attempt to relate their study 
to previous field studies. Despite the amount of literature published 
on tabanid vision and orientation, it is still unclear what mechanisms 
are involved 
CHAPTER II 
SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF 
TABANUS NIGROVITTATUS MACQUART 
Introduction 
Host location by diurnal hematophagous insects involves several 
sensory modalities. Among these, vision plays an important role in 
the initial orientation to hosts. Visual cues are at least as 
important as olfactory cues in attraction of many species of black 
flies (Peschken and Thorsteinson 1965; Davies 1972; Bradbury and 
Bennett 1974), ceratopogonids (Koch and Axtell 1979; Schmidtmann et 
al. 1980), stable flies (Gatehouse and Lewis 1973), mosquitoes (Sippel 
and Brown 1953; Haufe and Burgess 1960; Bidlingmayer and Hem 1979; 
Gillies and Wilkes 1982) and tsetse flies (Vale 1982, 1983). In 
tabanids, however, vision seems to be of major importance in both 
short- and long-range host orientation (Bracken et al. 1962; Raymond 
1976; Thorpe and Hansens 1978) as indicated by the efficiency of 
various traps for tabanids which only emit visual cues (Thorsteinson 
et al. 1965; Decoster 1968; Raymond 1976). Several workers have 
provided preliminary evidence for hue discrimination among some 
species of tabanids by experimenting with differently colored visual 
traps (Bracken et al. 1962; Granger 1970; Snoddy 1970; Hansens et al. 
1971; Henry 1973; Browne and Bennett 1980). 
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The salt marsh tabanid, Tabanus nigrovittatus. provides an 
excellent opportunity for study because diurnal vision plays a primary 
role in orientation to hosts (Hansens et al. 1971) and host location 
occurs against a constant homogeneous background. It was apparent, 
during the research outlined in Chapter IV, that T. nigrovittatus were 
able to discriminate hue (Chapter IV). Only parous host seeking 
females, however, were attracted to the visual stimuli presented to 
the flies in the field. Nulliparous females and males, although 
present in large numbers, were not attracted to any of the visual 
stimuli presented. 
This study was undertaken to determine the kinds of 
photoreceptors present in the compound eyes of _T_. nigrovittatus and to 
relate spectral sensitivity of the eye to behavior of the fly under 
field conditions. The spectral sensitivity curves of both sexes and 
two groups of female flies (young, nulliparous and old, parous) were 
examined to determine if apparent differences in visual sensitivity as 
reflected by behavior existed at the peripheral (receptor) level or 
was centrally mediated. 
Materials and Methods 
Insects. Larvae of _T_. nigrovittatus were collected on a salt marsh 
(lat. 42° 44'52";long.70° 50'30") within the town of Rowley in Essex 
County, Massachusetts (Chapter III), during the months of June and 
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July of 1980-2. Larvae were placed individually in 28 ml clear 
plastic containers half-filled with mud from the salt marsh. Twice 
weekly, mud was moistened with tap water and several house fly larvae 
added to each container as food. Containers were checked at least 
once daily for emerged flies. Emerged adults were placed individually 
in cardboard containers (0.58 1) labelled with date of emergence and 
provided with a water wick and sugar cubes. Immatures and adults were 
maintained at 21-26° C with at least 16 h light per day. Adults were 
placed adjacent to a window to ensure that they were exposed to a 
spectral distribution similar to sunlight. 
Optical System. A schematic representation of the optic system is 
presented in Figure 1. The light source used was a xenon lamp (Osram 
XBO, 150 W). Light passed through a shutter (Uniblitz 26LOAOX5) 
triggered through a power supply by a S44 Grass stimulater. Light 
flashes of 200 msec duration at selected wavelengths were administered 
at 1 s intervals. No light adaptation was evident with these flash 
rates or light intensities used. Light was collimated by an 
achromatic quartz fluorite condenser lens (ultraviolet-transmitting), 
and then passed through a heat filter (0.2 M CuS04 in a 30 mm thick 
flat-sided glass chamber). Light then passed through one of 12 
interference filters (Baird-Atomic; 342, 352, 381, 405, 430, 454, 477, 
502, 522, 547, 574, or 598 nm-half band width at 10 nm) placed in two 
filter wheels. A quartz neutral density filter wheel (Kodak), which 
was graded in optical density (0.D.)(0.D. = log (incident 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of optical apparatus used to 
measure electroretinograms• L Xenon lamp; S shutter; LI condenser 
lens; H heat filter; I interference filters; N neutral density 
filters; L2 quartz lens; F quartz fiber-optic light guide; IC 
insulated cage; IE indifferent electrode; RE recording electrode; 
A amplifier; CA calibrator; 0 oscilloscope; R chart recorder. 
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light/transmitted light)), was divided into 36 equally spaced, 
consecutively numbered, units (dial numbers). The neutral density 
wheel was rotated to adjust the intensity (quantum flux) of light 
reaching the eye. The O.D. of each dial number at each wavelength was 
obtained from calibrations. Intensity of light could be further 
ft 
decreased by placing Wratten^ (Kodak) (O.D. 1 or 2) neutral density 
filters (5 cm x 5 cm)(Kodak) in a holder between the heat filter and 
condenser. Use of all available neutral density filters attenuated 
light over 7 log units. Light was focused through a quartz lens onto 
the end of a flexible light guide (2 mm x 50 cm)(PBL Electro-Optics, 
Inc.), the other end of which was placed 10 mm from the right eye and 
conducted light to the eye. Light was centered on the eye such that 
it surrounded the recording electrode. Electrical responses from the 
eye were fed through an AC (Grass P 15) amplifier and displayed on a 
storage oscilloscope (Tektronix Dll with 5A20N amplifier) and a chart 
recorder (Harvard Apparatus 350 recorder plus 480 chart mover). A 
Bioelectric C5 calibrator in the circuit (Fig. 1) provided electrical 
signals of known size and duration. Calibration signals were 
triggered 200 msec prior to light flashes. Stimulus light intensities 
ranged over 7 log units to a maximum of 4.36 x 1013 quanta/cm2/sec. 
Several recordings were made using a DC amplifier (Bioelectric NF1) to 
determine the effect of AC amplification on the electroretinogram 
(ERG) waveform. ERG waveforms displayed on the oscilloscope were 
recorded by a Tektronix C-59 oscilloscope camera for comparison of 
waveform components 
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The intensity of light coming from the light source to the eye 
(incident light) was calibrated at each wavelength at the lowest dial 
number of the neutral density wheel. Calibrations were made with a 
PIN 10UV calibrated photodiode (United Technologies Inc.) and a 
Keithley 6106 Solid State electrometer in amps and converted to 
quanta/cm2/sec. Thus, the wavelength and intensity of light eliciting 
a response could be determined. 
Preparation and Recording Method. Intact insects were fastened 
(dorsal side down) by melted Tackiwax® (Cenco) to a Plexiglas® 
(Plexiglas Co.) stage. Moist cotton was placed across the abdomen to 
prevent dessication. Preparations were dark adapted one hour. 
Experiments were conducted at room temperature (18-20 C) during 
day-time hours (i.e. photo-phase). The entire preparation was placed 
inside an electrically and light-shielded cage inside a dark room. 
Electrolytically sharpened steel electrodes were used for 
recording and positioned such that their tips just penetrated the 
cornea of each eye. The indifferent electrode was fastened to the 
plexiglas stage by Tackiwax and placed in the left eye, which was then 
covered by Tackiwax to prevent stimulation of the eye by light. The 
recording electrode was positioned by a micromanipulator in the right 
eye which was illuminated by test flashes. 
Electroretinogram_Measurements. The amplitude of the 
electroretinogram (ERG) waveforms produced an index of the sensitivity 
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of the eye to both quantum flux and wavelength composition of the 
light stimulus. ERG waveforms at different wavelengths, light 
intensities, and under chromatic adaptation were examined for 
indication of various receptor types. The amplitudes of the ERG 
waveforms (mV) recorded over a range of intensities at various 
wavelengths were plotted against the log intensity of incident light 
to produce intensity-response curves. These were examined to 
determine: a) if there were wavelength dependent changes in the slopes 
of curves; b) if the amplitude of the criterion response measured 
occurred in a part of the curve that was parallel at all wavelengths; 
and c) if slopes of curves at different wavelengths were consistent 
enough to extrapolate or interpolate criterion response in flies with 
a low responses. 
The spectral sensitivity for each fly was obtained by first 
determining the number of photons (quanta or Q) required to elicit a 
criterion amplitude (1 mV) of the negative on-response of the ERG for 
different stimulus wavelengths. The more sensitive the eye was to a 
given wavelength, the less energy it needs to give rise to an 
electrical response of a particular magnitude. A plot of 1/Q as a 
function of wavelength gave the spectral sensitivity function. The 
experimental protocol for recording was as follows. Prior to each 
test beam flash, the appropriate interference filter was placed in the 
light path and the neutral density dial was moved to a higher O.D. 
setting. After each light flash, the amplitude of the component of 
the ERG waveform to be measured (negative on-response) for a criterion 
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amplitude (1 mV) was determined. If smaller than the criterion 
amplitude sought, the neutral density dial was rotated until a 
response of the criterion size was seen. The dial number on the 
neutral density filter was read (using a flashlight covered with a red 
filter) and recorded beside the wavelength tested. This procedure was 
repeated for each of the twelve wavelengths tested. Wavelengths were 
tested in the order of shortest to longest. To determine if the 
sensitivity of the eye remained constant throughout a run, the 
intensity of light required to obtain criterion response at 502 nm 
was determined at the beginning, middle, and end of each run. If 
consistent results were not obtained, the data were not used. The 
sensitivity value at each wavelength was calculated using the 
following formula; 
Sensitivity = 1/Q = antilog O.D.(filters)/incident light intensity 
At each wavelength, the neutral density filter dial number used to 
obtain the criterion response was multiplied by the calibrated O.D. of 
the neutral density filter at that wavelength. The neutral density 
wheel was calibrated at dial 2, thus 2 was subtracted from each dial 
number prior to the above multiplication. The O.D. at each dial 
number could be calculated as such because of the relatively linear 
increase of O.D. with each higher dial number. The antilog of the 
O.D. value was obtained and divided by the incident light on the eye, 
as determined by calibrations, and presented as quanta/cm2/sec. 
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Spectral sensitivity curves were averaged using a computer 
program (Waitt and Bennett 1983)* This program used normalized curves 
and averaged them using a best fit method. The average value for the 
wavelength of maximum sensitivity was calculated from non-normalized 
data, and values calculated to position the curves appropriately. 
Flies examined were divided by age and sex into four test groups: 
a) 1-day old nulliparous females; b) 1-day old males; c) 8- to 
18-day-old parous females; and d) 8- to 18-day-old males. 
Several chromatic adaptation experiments were conducted. 
Chromatic adaptation stimuli were obtained by placing blue 
(Cs5-60,>40% transmission at 385-465 nm) or red (Cs2-58,>40% 
transmission at > 645 nm) Corning glass filters (Corning Glass Works) 
in the beam of a 6V tungsten microscope light (American Optical). 
Light was focused onto a fiber optic light guide (10 mm x 80 mm). The 
light guide was placed 15 mm from the right eye such that the entire 
eye was illuminated with intense colored light. Eyes were illuminated 
with chromatic adaptation light for 40-60 min before testing. Befoie 
each chromatic adaptation period, the eye was exposed to a beam of 
intense white light for 5-10 min to cause pigments to return to a 
normal photoequilibrium between rhodopsin and metarhodopsin. 
Theoretical Rhodopsin Absorbances. Theoretical absorbance spectra 
for rhodopsin pigments were constructed based on the Dartnall nomogram 
(Dartnall 1953). The absorbance spectrum of rhodopsin (502 nm) given 
by Dartnall (1953) was used as a standard. Absorbances of different 
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proportions of normalized absorption curves of blue and green 
rhodopsins were added together at 10 nm intervals within the spectral 
range of 400-600 nm. These curves were termed linked pigment 
absorbance curves, similar to Laughlin (1975). Construction of 
theoretical absorbance spectra did not include ultraviolet (UV) 
pigments because of the difficulties involved in interpretation of UV 
sensitivity of flies. 
Results 
Electroretinogram Waveforms. A typical ERG waveform elicited by short 
flashes of light is presented in Figure 2. After a short latency 
(10-15 msec) from the onset of illumination, there was a sharp 
positive deflection (positive on-response). Following the positive 
deflection was a negative deflection (negative on-response) which 
reached a plateau and remained there for the duration of the light 
flash. Immediately after the light was turned off, a sharp negative 
response occurred (off-response) and was followed by a sharp decay to 
the resting potential. Variation was rarely seen in ERG waveforms, 
however, in several, the off-response was rounded instead of a spike. 
Comparison of the recordings of an ERG waveform when using AC or DC 
amplification is presented in Figure 2. The calibration pulse as seen 
in the AC amplification (Fig.2a) was distorted by a time constant as 
compared to the square waveform of the calibration pulse seen in the 
DC recording (Fig.2b). ERG waveforms were similar using either 
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Figure 2. Typical ERG response elicited by light flash at 
477 nm in a dark-adapted compound eye of a Tabanus nigrovittatus 
female. Negativity of active eye produced an upwards deflection. 
The ERG is preceded by a calibration signal of 100 msec duration 
and 1 mV in amplitude. The bottom trace indicates the 500 msec 
light flash, a. AC recording, b. DC recording. 
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amplifier; however, the shape of the negative on-response was affected 
by the capacitance of the AC amplifier. 
The amplitude of the ERG was graded with respect to intensity of 
stimulus. The maximum size of any ERG observed was 5.5 mV and 
threshold response as observed with recording methods used was 0.2 mV. 
A comparison of waveforms at three wavelengths (342 nm, 502 nm, and 
598 nm) over a range of light intensities is presented in Fig. 3. 
Waveforms at different wavelengths appeared similar except for some 
minor differences. At 502 nm and 342 nm, the spike of the on-response 
seemed slightly different in shape. ERG waveforms of about equal 
amplitude at 12 wavelengths are presented in Fig. 4. These waveforms 
only differed slightly in shape. 
In Fig. 5, ERG responses of one insect at four similar light 
intensities under conditions of dark-, blue-, and red-adaptation are 
presented. Responses in the blue-adapted state differed in shape of 
positive on-response from the red- and dark-adapted state. 
Intensity-Response Function. The slopes of intensity-response curves 
were similar (Fig 6). Intensity-response curves were generally 
parallel in all flies observed (n=21) for responses of 0.5 mV and 
above. Below 0.5 mV, the slopes of the lines decreased, and in some 
cases, were not parallel. In one subject, there was a tendency for 
slopes to decrease at short wavelengths. 
Spectral Sensitivity. Spectral sensitivity curves for T. 

Figure 3. ERG responses from a dark-adapted compound eye of 
a Tabanus nigrovittatus male for a 200 msec light flash at three 
wavelengths, 342 nm, 502 nm, and 598 nm. The bottom trace 
represents the light flash. Stimulus intensity in each column 
increases from bottom to top and log intensity is indicated 
beside each trace. Each response is preceded by a calibration 
pulse of 200 msec duration and 1 mV in amplitude. AC amplif¬ 
ication. Negative deflection going upwards. 
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Figure 4. ERG responses of about equal size (1 mV) at each 
wavelength used from a dark-adapted compound eye of a Tabanus 
nigrovittatus male. Wavelength tested is presented to the left 
of each response. The bottom traces indicate the 200 msec light 
flash. Each response is preceded by a calibration pulse of 200 
msec duration and 2 mV in amplitude. Negative deflection going 
upwards. AC amplification. 
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Figure 5, ERG responses from a 22 day old Tabanus 
nigrovittatus male (upper trace) for a 200 msec flash of light 
at 502 nm (bottom trace). Preceeding each ERG response is a 
calibration signal of 200 msec duration and 1 mV in amplitude. 
Stimulus intensity increases from bottom to top and log intensity 
is indicated beside each trace. AC amplification. Negative 
deflections going upwards. Response from one preparation, 









Figure 6, Size of response (mV) of ERG from various wave¬ 
lengths over a range of light intensities from a dark-adapted 
compound eye of a Tabanus nigrovittatus male. Abscissa: log relative 
intensity. Ordinate: peak mV response of positive-going on-response 
of ERG to a 200 msec test flash. The curves were arbitrarily 
displaced along the abscissa for visual clarity. The criterion 























nigrovittatus females are presented in Fig. 7. Curves for both young 
and old animals had two distinct peaks, one in the ultraviolet (UV) ( 
<342 nm) and a second broad peak from 430-522 nm. The UV peak was 
present in all individuals examined, and the UV peak was 0.24-0.26 log 
units lower than the long wavelength peak. The maximum sensitivity of 
the long wavelength peak in the averaged curves was at 477-522 nm. 
Maxima from individual curves were usually recorded at 430, 477 or 520 
nm. In all spectral sensitivity curves, sensitivity increased 
0.61-0.66 log units from a minimum at 381-405 nm to a maximum of 
477-522 nm. A slight shoulder at 430 nm was seen in old (8- to 
18-day-old) females. The spectral sensitivity curves of young 
(1-day-old) and old (8- to 18-day-old) female flies were similar in 
shape. The sensitivity of the young females was 1.77 log units lower 
than that of older females. The spectral sensitivity curves for male 
T^. nigrovittatus are presented in Fig. 8. These curves also had two 
distinct peaks, one in the UV ( <342 nm) and one in the long 
wavelength region of the spectrum at 477 nm. The UV peak was 
consistent among individuals examined and was 0.17-0.36 log units 
lower than the long wavelength peak. Maxima recorded from individual 
curves occurred at 430, 477 or 520 nm. A slight shoulder at 430 nm 
was seen in the curve for young males. The spectral sensitivity 
curves obtained from young (1-day-old) and old (8- to 18-day-old) 
males were similar in shape. The sensitivity of the young males, 
however, was 0.81 log units higher than that of the older males. 
Spectral sensitivity curves from a typical chromatic adaptation 
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Figure 7. Spectral sensitivity curves of ERG response from 
dark-adapted compound eyes of Tabanus nigrovittatus females. The 
log sensitivity in l/(quanta/cm2/sec) required to produce a 1 mV 
criterion amplitude of the negative on-response of the ERG is 
plotted on the abscissa. Wave-length is presented on the ordinate. 
Bars represent S.E. of the mean. The upper curve is for old parous 
females (8-18 day old)(n=17) and the lower curve for one day old, 
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Figure 8. Spectral sensitivity curves of ERG response from 
dark-adapted compound eyes of Tabanus nigrovittatus males• The log 
sensitivity in l/(quanta/cm2/sec) required to produce a 1 mV 
criterion amplitude of the negative on-response of the ERG is 
plotted on the abscissa. Wave-length is presented on the ordinate. 
Bars represent S.E. of the mean. The upper curve is for one day 





experiment are presented in Fig. 9. Blue-adaptation did not greatly 
decrease the UV sensitivity; however, it did greatly decrease the long 
wavelength portion of the curve, particularly from 430-477 nm. A 
small peak remained at 430 nm. Reduction of sensitivity was greater 
at 477 nm (0.56 log units) than at 522 nm (0.56 log units) or at 352 
nm (0.02 log units). 
Sensitivity in the long wavelength region was markedly reduced 
with intense red light adaptation (Fig. 9). The green portion of the 
curve was reduced such that the maximum sensitivity was at 477 nm. A 
plateau of sensitivity was also evident at 430-454 nm. Reduction of 
sensitivity from the dark-adapted state was 1.42 log units at 522, 
0.90 log units at 477 nm and 0.46 log units at 352 nm. 
Theoretical Rhodopsin Absorbances. Blue and green rhodopsin nomograms 
and linked pigment absorbance curves for various ratios of blue and 
green pigments were used to match spectral sensitivity curves. The 
spectral sensitivity curve for one day old male flies was matched by a 
1:1 mixture of rhodopsins with maxima at 477 and 520 nm (Fig 10). The 
spectral sensitivity function for 8-18 day old males was most similar 
to a 9:1 mixture of 477 and 520 nm rhodopsin. Both curves were higher 
than the nomogram at 600 nm (Fig 10). Spectral sensitivity curves for 
1-day-old and 8- to 18-day-old females were similar and were best fit 




Figure 9* Spectral sensitivity curves of a Tabanus nigrovit- 
tatus female that has been dark-adapted, blue-adapted, and red- 
adapted. Log sensitivity in l/(quanta/cm2/sec) required to produce 
a 1 mV criterion amplitude of the negative on-response of the ERG 
is plotted on the abscissa. Wavelength is presented on the 
ordinate. Transmission spectra of Corning glass filters used for 
blue-adaptation (Cs5-60) and red-adaptation (Cs2-58) are shown as 
shaded area at bottom of graph. Per cent transmission for the 






























Figure 10. Spectral sensitivity curves of ERG response from 
dark-adapted eyes of Tabanus nigrovittatus males matched by 
hypothetical absorption curves for photopigments. Spectral 
sensitivity curves are arbitrarily displaced along the abscissa 
for clarity. Bars represent S.E. of the mean. Dotted lines 
represent absorption curves for two rhodopsins based on Dartnall's 
nomogram with peaks at 477 and 520 nm, and pigment mixtures 
matching sensitivity curves. Relative sensitivity is presented 
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Figure 11, Spectral sensitivity curves of ERG response from 
dark-adapted eyes of Tabanus nigrovittatus females matched by 
hypothetical absorption curves for photopigments. Spectral 
sensitivity curves are arbitrarily displaced along the abscissa 
for clarity. Bars represent S.E. of the mean. Dotted lines 
represent absorption curves for two rhodopsins based on Dartnall's 
nomogram with peaks at 477 and 520 nm, and pigment mixtures 
matching sensitivity curves. Relative sensitivity is presented 
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Electroretinogram Waveforms, The ERG waveform of X* nigrovittatus is 
biphasic with distinct on- and off- responses. This is typical for 
flies (Dethier 1963) and is similar to those recorded from Calliphora 
erythrocephala (Meigen) (Autrum and Hoffman 1960), Eristalis sp., 
Sarcophaga sp. (Hassenstein 1957), Lucilia sp. (Ruck 1961b), and Musca 
domestica L. (Goldsmith 1965). The sharp positive on-response is 
believed to be the result of an initial synchronous discharge of 
receptor cell axons and is characteristic of some flies and 
butterflies (Mazokhin-Porshnyakov 1969). The negative on-response has 
been previously documented to be primarily composed of recepter 
potentials of the retinula cells (Goldsmith 1965). Origins of the 
negative off-response, or depolarizing after-potential, are complex 
and commonly believed to be from nerve fibers which are active in the 
dark, and after inhibition of firing during light stimulation, fire at 
a high rate before returning to the normal level (Autrum 1958). The 
off—response is believed to be laminar in origin (Goldsmith and 
Bernard 1974). 
The electroretinogram waveform is the result of a complex of 
components originating in photorecepter cells and nerve fibers. 
Across a range of wavelengths, different photoreceptors will respond 
according to absorption by photopigments present. As different 
photoreceptors respond, different higher order units are activated or 
inhibited producing changes in the ERG waveform (Mazokhin-Porshnyakov 
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1969, Ruck 1961a). Therefore, ERG waveform differences are commonly 
taken as evidence of more than one photoreceptor system being present 
(Bennett 1967; Lall et al. 1980; Ruck 1965). The shape of 
blue-adapted ERG waveform differed slightly from dark- and red-adapted 
ERG waveform. The ERG red-adapted eyes were similar to those from 
dark-adapted eyes. 
Intensity-Response Function. The intensity-response function of 
single retinula cells is typically sigmoidal when plotted against log 
intensity and extends over 4.5 log units of intensity from threshold 
to saturation (Laughlin 1975). The intensity-response function 
reflect the relative number of photons absorbed and allows measurement 
of sensitivity of the receptors with respect to wavelength. In the 
simplest case, the response of the retinula cell would depend on the 
number of absorbed photons. Intensity-response functions would be 
parallel at all wavelengths if the same receptor system was used for 
all wavelengths. Examples have been cited in the horseshoe crab 
(Chapman and Lall 1967), the whirligig beetle (Bennett 1967), and the 
cabbage looper moth (Eaton 1976). If intensity-response functions 
differed significantly with wavelength, the principle of univariance 
(Naka and Rushton 1966) would hold suggesting that different receptor 
mechanisms were operating at long and short wavelengths. If the 
response—intensity functions were not parallel, it would indicate 
either the presence of changing gain factors for different response 
levels or wavelengths, or that the number of quanta absorbed was not 
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the only factor determining the response. As a result of this, the 
spectral sensitivity function would differ at different response 
levels. Thus, it is important to examine intensity-response functions 
to determine the appropriate amplitude of criterion response (Menzel 
1979). A lack of change of slope with wavelength should not be 
interpreted as lack of different receptors (DeVoe et al. 1969; Lall et 
al. 1980). Examples of parallel intensity-response functions in 
insects that have several photoreceptor systems are found in honeybees 
(Goldsmith 1960) and bumblebees (Meyer-Rochow 1980). Thus, the 
parallel intensity-response curves of T. nigrovittatus (Fig. 6) do not 
provide information concerning the number of receptor mechanisms 
present. Parallel curves allow extrapolation and interpolation of 
criterion response when only subthreshold values can be obtained. 
This is of particular value during chromatic adaptation studies. 
Spectral Sensitivity. The spectral sensitivity function is the only 
spectral dependency function which is appropriate for relating 
spectral absoption properties of photoreceptors with spectral 
dependences of receptors, interneurons or whole animals (Menzel 1979). 
Compound eyes of flies have ommatidia which characteristically have 8 
rhabdomes. The outer rhabdomeres are designated R 1-6 and the central 
and more internal rhabdomeres designated R 7-8 (White 1978). 
Morphological examination of ommatidia of Haematopota pluvialis L. 
(Burakova and Mazokhin-Porshnayokov 1982) and T_» nigrovittatus (Allan 
1983) indicate that tabanids are similar to other flies. Rhodopsins 
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in the retinula cells absorb photons between 300 and 700 nm and are 
converted, through isomerization of the chromophore, to metarhodopsin. 
Light is absorbed by metarhodopsin, resulting in re-isomerization of 
the chromophore and regeneration of rhodopsin. The light absorbed by 
rhodopsin is transduced into an electrical response, which is the 
basis for spectral sensitivity curves of insects and other 
invertebrates (Menzel 1975). Insect rhodopsins have absorption 
spectra which have maxima that range from the UV to red part of the 
spectrum (Menzel 1979). Rhodopsins with different maxima have been 
found in different rhabdomeres, in the same rhabdomeres, or in 
separate rhabdomeres which are electrically coupled (Menzel 1979). 
The massed-response electroretinogram method, used in this study, 
detects electrical responses through the surrounding liquid from 
retinula cells and axons adjacent to the electrode. The negative 
component of the ERG waveform, used as the criterion response in this 
study, is believed to be the retinula cell potential which could give 
indication of the presence of different rhodopsins (Autrum 1958). 
Criteria often used for the determination of the presence of two 
or more spectral mechanisms are; a) differences in ERG waveforms at 
short and long wavelengths; b) a change in slope of intensity-response 
curve from short to long wavelengths; c) the presence of two peaks in 
spectral sensitivity curves; and d) altered spectral sensitivity curve 
as a result of chromatic adaptation (Walther 1958; Menzel 1979). The 
presence of two peaks (max. <342 nm and 480-520 nm) in the 
dark—adapted spectral sensitivity curves (Fig. 7—8), differences in 
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shape of ERG waveforms at different wavelengths, and the selective 
reduction of UV, blue, and green peaks by chromatic adaptation (Fig. 
9) strongly suggest the presence of at least two photoreceptor systems 
for T. nigrovittatus. Results of chromatic adaptation and matching of 
nomogram curves to spectral sensitivity curves suggest the presence of 
two long wavelength photopigments. 
Visual sensitivity depends on absorption characteristics of the 
photopigments present and structural components which alter the 
spectral quality of the light reaching the photopigments (Menzel 
1975). Corneal layering which causes colored eye patterns in insects 
such as deer flies, horse flies, and long-legged flies have been found 
to act as interference filters in several insects (Bernard and Miller 
1968; Bernard 1971). In T_. nigrovittatus, however, there is no net 
effect from corneal coloration on the spectral quality of light 
(Bernard 1983) and spectral sensitivity curves are believed to reflect 
photopigment absorption characteristics only. Thus, nomogram curves 
should accurately account for spectral sensitivity. 
Hypothetical absorption curves for mixture of two rhodopsins with 
maximum absorption at 477 and 520 nm produced a reasonable fit to 
spectral sensitivity curves of T. nigrovittatus (Fig. 10-11). The 
linked pigment curve for a 3:7 mixture of rhodopsin with maxima at 477 
and 520 nm provided a good fit to spectral sensitivity curves for both 
age groups of female flies. The best fit to spectral sensitivity 
curves for 1-day-old and 8- to 18-day-old males was by linked pigment 
curves for 1:1 and 9:1 mixtures of rhodopsins with maxima at 477 and 
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520 nm, respectively. All spectral sensitivity curves were slightly 
broader than the linked pigment curves at long wavelengths• This 
broadening of the spectral sensitivity function may be the result of 
light absorption by screening pigments as discussed by Langer (1975). 
The presence of screening pigments in tabanids has been documented by 
Burakova and Mazokhin-Porshnyakov (1982). 
Explanations for sensitivity in the UV include; a) the presence 
of a photopigment with a maximum absorbance in the UV as documented 
from Periplaneta americana (L.) (Walther 1958), Dineutes ciliatus 
(Bennett 1967), Apis mellifera (Goldsmith 1960), Colias eurvtheme 
(Post and Goldsmith 1969), Paravespula germanica (Menzel 1971), 
Formica polyctena (Roth and Menzel 1972), and in the central (R7 
cells) of _C_. erythrocephala (Meffert and Smola 1976; Hardie et al. 
1979) and b) the presence of one or more photopigments with a primary 
maximum at long wavelengths and a secondary maximum in the UV as found 
in _A_. mellif era (Autrum and von Zwehl 1964), Locusta migratoria 
(Bennett et al. 1967), Eristalis tenax (L.) (Bishop 1974), Hemicordula 
tau (Laughlin 1975), cell R7 of Drosophila melanogaster Meigen 
(Harris et al. 1976), C_. erythrocephala (Burkhardt 1972; Smola and 
Meffert 1979), M. domestica (McCann and Arnett 1972) and Bibio marci 
(Burkardt and de la Motte 1972). The short wavelength peak at 350 nm 
in the spectral sensitivity curves of males and females (Fig. 8-9) is 
believed to be attributable to summation of peaks of several pigments 
with UV absorption in various insects• Several explanations for dual 
peaked spectral sensitivity curves have been proposed and are 
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discussed by White (1983). The most widely accepted explanation is 
the antenna pigment hypothesis which has not yet been substantiated by 
data. The antenna pigment hypothesis, proposed by Kirschfeld et al. 
(1977), suggests that the ultraviolet absorbance of fly rhabdomeres is 
due to a photostable pigment capable of transfering energy to the 
rhodopsin whose alpha-band lies at longer wavelengths. Further 
studies using single cell recordings, microspectrophotometry or 
UV-adaptation light are necessary to determine which of the above are 
responsible for the UV sensitivity of T. nigrovittatus. 
Evidence for the presence of a blue photoreceptor with peak 
absorbance at about 477 nm was initially provided by the close 
correspondence of a linked pigment nomogram (based on a 477 nm 
rhodopsin) with the spectral sensitivity curves for both sexes of 
nigrovittatus, and the reduction of visual sensitivity from 430-477 nm 
under blue light adaptation. During blue light adaptation, the blue 
portion of the spectral sensitivity curve was reduced (Fig. 9) such 
that the long wavelength portion of the curve corresponded closely to 
the nomogram for a pigment with a 520 nm maximum (Fig. 10). With the 
reduction of the blue component under blue adaptation, there did not 
appear to be reduction of the UV peak. This suggests that the blue 
pigment may be a single-peaked pigment with major absorbance in the 
blue or a dual-peaked pigment with a small secondary peak in the UV• 
The effect of blue light adaptation on the spectral sensitivity curve 
of the wasp, P_. germanica, which has a blue receptor with maximum 
absorbance at 455 nm (Menzel 1971), was similar to blue-adapted 
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spectral sensitivity curves in this study. 
Photopigments with blue peaks are common in Diptera and have been 
recorded from Syrphus sp. (450-460 nm, Stavenga 1976), Eristalis sp. 
(450 nm, Bishop 1974, Bernard and Stavenga 1979) and Allograpta 
sp.(450 nm, Bernard and Stavenga 1979). Blue-green receptors have 
been found in Chlorops sp. (480 nm, Bernard and Stavenga 1979), 
Drosophila melanogaster (480 nm, Harris et al. 1976), Glossina 
morsitans morsitans Westwood (Davis and Gooding 1983), C_. 
erythrocephala (480 nm in cell R7, Smola and Meffert 1979; 490 nm, 
Burkhardt 1972; Stavenga 1976), Haematobia irritans L. (490 nm, Agee 
and Patterson 1983), Stomoxys calcitrans L. (490 nm, Agee and 
Patterson 1983), and cells R7 and R8 in C. erythrocephala (490 nm, 
Smola and Meffert 1979). 
Mazokhin-Porshnyakov et al. (1975) used electrophysiological and 
behavioral studies and reported the presence of blue photoreceptors in 
two tabanids, Tabanus bromius (480 nm) and Hybomitra schineri (487 
nm)• The maximum absorbances of these photopigraents are very close to 
those found in this study. Thus, the results of Mazokhin-Porshyakov 
et al. (1975), combined with those of this study present substantial 
evidence of blue receptors in tabanids. 
The presence of a green photoreceptor with maximum absorbance at 
520 nm was confirmed by the close fit of a linked pigment curve with 
spectral sensitivity curves, and by the reduction of the green portion 
of the curve during red light adaptation (Fig. 9). The red-adapted 
spectral sensitivity curve had a peak at 477 nm. A hypothetical 
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linked pigment curve of a 9:1 ratio of 477 nm and 520 nm rhodopsins 
was similar in shape to the red-adapted curve, whereas a 1:1 ratio of 
477 nm and 520 nm rhodopsin provided the best fit to the dark-adapted 
curve. The UV peak sensitivity also decreased from the dark-adapted 
to red—adapted state. The simultaneous decrease in sensitivity in 
both the green and UV portion of the curve indicated that a 
double-peaked UV-green receptor was present. This type of receptor is 
common in flies and has been identified as originating from Rl-6 
(Burkhardt 1962; McCann and Arnett 1972). 
The presence of photoreceptors with green absorbing photopigments 
is almost universal in invertebrates (Menzel 1979). These receptors 
are most commonly found in the ventral and frontal portions of 
compound eyes (Menzel 1979). In all cases studied to date, the long 
wavelength (green) photoreceptors Rl-6 in flies are responsible for 
the mediation of wide-field motion detection (Wehner 1981). Green 
receptors with absorbance maxima above 500 nm have been recorded from 
diurnal insects such as a dragonfly Hemicordulia tau (510 nm, Laughlin 
1975), Panorpa cognata (540 nm, Burkardt and de la Motte 1972), Bibio 
marci (520 nm, Burkhardt and de la Motte 1972), _P. germanica (530 nm, 
Menzel 1971), and Apis mellifera (540 nm, Autrum and von Zwehl 1964). 
Green photoreceptors have also been previously reported in 
tabanids by Mazokhin-Porshnyakov et al. (1975) who determined the 
presence of photopigments with maximum absorbance at 515 nm in T_. 
bromius and at 528 nm in H. schineri. Hanec and Bracken (1962) 
reported that female tabanids were most attracted to light at 380-400 
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nm and 460-550 nm, but no indication was given as to whether 
calibrations were made of quantum flux at different wavelengths. Thus, 
it is not clear whether the attraction noted in Hanec and Bracken's 
(1962) study was a result of quantity of light or spectral quality of 
light provided. 
After either red or blue light adaptation, a peak or shoulder of 
sensitivity at 430 nm (violet) is evident (Fig. 9). Several spectral 
sensitivity curves from individual dark-adapted flies and the average 
spectral sensitivity curve for 8-18 day old female flies also 
displayed either a peak or a shoulder of sensitivity at 430 nm. 
Explanation for this peak sensitivity would be the presence of a 
pigment with maximum absorbance at 430 nm which may be located in the 
central receptors R7—8 of the fly rhabdom. The location or low ratio 
of these receptors may result in their smaller contribution to the 
average spectral sensitivity curves. Receptors with similar maxima in 
the violet region of the spectrum have been found in _C. erythrocephala 
(430 nm, Meffert and Smola 1976, Hardie et al. 1979), and M. domestica 
(430 nm, McIntyre and Kirschfeld 1981). 
The overall sensitivity function of T. nigrovittatus results from 
contributions from at least two photopigments with peaks at 477 nm and 
520 nm. Similar sensitivity functions have been reported for 
Hemicordulia tau with peaks at 360 nm, 450, and 510 nm (Laughlin 
1975), a sphingid moth Deilephila with peaks at 350, 450 and 520 nm 
(Hamdorf et al. 1973), Bibio marci (Burkardt and de la Motte 1972) and 
M. autumnalis with peaks at 350, 475-525 and 550 nm (Pickens 1983). 
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The spectral sensitivity of female T. nigrovittatus increased 
1*77 log units with aging from one day to 8—18 days of age while 
visual sensitivity of males decreased 0.81 log units from 1 day to 
8-18 days of age. The effect of aging on the visual sensitivity of 
flies has been previously reported for colonized screwworm flies 
(Goodenough et al. 1978) and G_. m. morsitans (Davis and Gooding 1983). 
The visual sensitivity of female screwworm flies increased after 2 
days, peaked at 4 days, and decreased slightly between 4 and 16 days 
(Davis and Gooding 1983). Tsetse flies, which are long-lived were more 
visually sensitive at 90 days of age than at 7-9 days. Females of T. 
nigrovittatus may have also increased in sensitivity after emergence, 
reached a peak, and remained at a higher level at 8-18 days. The 
increased visual sensitivity with aging of females is believed to be 
related to behavior. JT. nigrovittatus is autogenous for the first 
gonotrophic cycle (Anderson 1971; Magnarelli and Anderson 1977). 
These flies nectar-feed, mate and oviposit within approximately a week 
of emergence. Nulliparous females are not very active and are 
believed to spend most of the time resting (Freeman 1962). After 
oviposition, behavior of the females changes and active host seeking, 
often away from the marsh, occurs (Freeman 1962). This behavior 
coincides with the increased visual sensitivity at 8-18 days of age. 
Visual sensitivity of male screwworm flies increased from two days to 
a maximum of 4-6 days and then decreased to a low level (Goodenough et 
al. 1978). Males of T. nigrovittatus tended to decrease in 
sensitivity from one day of age to 8-18 days of age. Again, this can 
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be related to behavior. Males emerge one or two days before females 
and appear to spend their time nectar feeding, mating, and resting. 
Mating is initiated by males during periods of early morning 
territorial hovering just above the top of the salt marsh grass, 
Spartina alterniflora Loisel. Males begin hovering just before 
females become active and continue for at least one hour after females 
become active. Males attack any small dark objects that fly into 
their territory for mating purposes (Olkowski 1966). The life span of 
males has been determined under laboratory conditions to be shorter 
than that of the female (Freeman 1962). This, combined with the 
decrease in number of unmated nulliparous females each day after 
emergence suggests that mating is likely to occur just after 
emergence. Thus, the requirement for visual sensitivity for males is 
greater at an earlier age than for females. 
Spectral sensitivity curves for male and female _T. nigrovittatus 
differ in the long wavelength region of the spectrum. The 
photopigments present in both sexes are suspected to be the same 
(rhodopsins with maxima at 477 and 520 nm), but, the ratio of pigments 
is different. The linked pigment curve fitting the spectral 
sensitivity curve for females was composed of a 3:7 ratio of 470:520 
rhodopsin (Fig. 11). The spectral sensitivity curve of males, 
however, differed from females by having higher relative amounts of 
blue pigment. Differences between age groups of males also occurred, 
with older males having a larger relative amount of blue pigment (9:1) 
than younger males (1:1) (Fig. 11). Differences in photoreceptors and 
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spectral sensitivity functions between sexes have been recorded in 
Bibio marci (Burkhardt and de la Motte 1972), Syrphidae (Bernard and 
Stavenga 1979; Stavenga 1976), M. domestica (Hardie et al. 1981) and 
G* m. morsitans (Davis and Gooding 1983). Photoreceptors in the 
ventral and dorsal part of eyes of male flies have been found to 
differ (Burkhardt and de la Motte 1972; Bernard and Stavenga 1979; 
Hardie et al. 1981). Spectral sensitivity of the ventral part of eyes 
of males has been found to be similar to that of females, however, the 
dorsal part of the eye of the males is often higher in sensitivity to 
the UV (Burkhardt and de la Motte 1972; Wehner 1981), or blue region 
of the spectrum (Stavenga 1976). The connection between sexual 
dimorphism of compound eyes in flies and mating in flight has been 
previously recognized (Collett and Land 1975, 1978; Kirschfeld and 
Wenk 1976; Wehner 1981; Zeil 1983). Spectral sensitivity values of 
male T. nigrovittatus were obtained from the central part of the eye 
and show contribution from photoreceptors from all parts of the eye. 
The higher relative amounts of blue photopigment in eyes of male X» 
nigrovittatus is believed to be an advantage in the detection of 
potential mates against skylight which is high in UV and blue light. 
Thus, spectral sensitivity differences between males and females do 
exist at least on the receptor level. 
The maximum sensitivity of X nigrovittatus females is to green 
(520 nm) which is the predominant hue reflected from salt marsh 
vegetation. Similar situations in which animals are maximally 
sensitive to the predominant hue of their environment have been 
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reported and are discussed by Lythgoe (1979). This phenomenon is 
believed to enhance perception of colored objects in the environment. 
In _T_. nigrovittatus. the enhanced perception of blue against the 
yellow-green background is believed to be a result of chromatic 
adaptation. The high reflectance of yellow-green from salt marsh 
vegetation may cause adaptation of the green photoreceptors similar to 
red-light adaptation. This would result in increased sensitivity of 
the blue receptors relative to the green receptors, effectively 
increasing the 'visibility7 of blue objects. 
Conclusion 
Parous female T_* nigrovittatus have previously been shown, from 
field studies, to have a marked preference for blue, over black and 
red (Chapter IV). Yellow, yellow-green and white were less attractive 
to flies. No data on visual capabilities of males or nulliparous 
females was obtained due to the lack of attraction of these flies to 
panels (Chapter IV). Results of this study clearly indicate that two 
long wavelength photoreceptors with peak sensitivites at 477 nm (blue) 
and 520 nm (green) were present. A peak of sensitivity in the UV may 
indicate the presence of a UV photoreceptor or be the result of 
addition of secondary sensitivity peaks of the long wavelength 
receptors. Spectral sensitivity curves of male T_* nigrovittatus 
differed from those of females by having higher proportions of blue 
photoreceptors. The sensitivity of males decreased with age. Parous 
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females were considerably more sensitive than nulliparous females. 
These differences at the receptor level do not fully explain 
differences in visual behavior between these groups of flies which are 
believed to be centrally mediated. 
CHAPTER III 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PATTERN IN VISUAL ATTRACTION OF 
TABANUS NIGROVITTATUS MACQUART 
Introduction 
Wehner (1981) stated that pattern recognition was an elusive 
concept particularily in view of the visually guided behavior of 
arthropods in nature. Visual patterns can be referred to as spatial 
configurations of visual stimuli and in certain visually guided 
behaviors the shape of fine pattern detail of the configuration is 
involved in the visual identification of objects. One hypothesis 
developed for pattern discrimination in foraging bees was the flicker 
hypothesis (Wolf and Zerrahan-Wolf 1935). This hypothesis stated that 
bees classify visual patterns by means of the frequency of light 
flashes or changes in intensity which excite ommatidia as images move 
across the eye. The spatial configuration of the objects would be 
transformed into units of stimulation dispersed temporally. The more 
length and complexity of contour per unit area of the shape, the 
greater number of stimulus changes per unit time as the insect moves 
relative to the object. This hypothesis, however, was not found to be 
satisfactory for explanation of results of many pattern discrimination 
tests using honeybees. It was found that discrimination seemed to be 
based on some type of visual spatial memory (Wehner 1972). Cruse 
(1972) combined both aspects into a fairly accurate hypothesis that 
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was based on an additive interaction between the contour length 
difference and area distribution between the two shapes. Female 
butterflies searching for larval host plants have been shown by 
circumstantial evidence (Gilbert 1975) to form 'search images' for 
leaf shapes. Rauscher (1978) confirmed this with direct evidence from 
a species of papilionid butterfly, Battus phileonoe L.. 
In host-seeking hematophagous Diptera, vision, with or without 
the interaction of odor, is considered an important aspect of host 
finding. Vision has been documented as the primary behavioral 
mechanism in the inital orientation of tabanids to possible hosts 
(Bracken et al. 1962; Thorsteinson et al., 1966). Several traps based 
on visual orientation of tabanids have been developed for survey or 
control purposes (Granger 1970; Hansens et al. 1971; Uebel 1974). The 
species used for this study was the salt marsh tabanid, Tabanus 
nigrovittatus Macquart, which is an important biting pest in areas 
along the Atlantic coast. 
The objectives of this study were to use spontaneous pattern 
preferences under field conditions to determine which aspects of 
patterns and pattern discrimination are important in host-finding. 
The various aspects studied were: a) shape discrimination; b) edge 
complexity; c) pattern size; d) contour density; e) orientation of 
pattern; and f) pattern disruption. 
Materials and Methods 
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Study site. Research was conducted on a salt marsh (lat. 42# 
53 ;long. 70 50 30 ) within the town of Rowley in Essex County, 
Massachusetts, from June to August, 1981-2. This extensive salt marsh 
is located between the Essex and Parker Rivers and immediately west of 
the Parker River Wildlife Refuge and Plum Island. This site was 
chosen due to its easy accessibility by road and high populations of 
T. nigrovittatus. 
Salt marshes characteristically have a zonal pattern of plant 
distribution influenced by elevation (Chapman 1960; Ranwell 1972). A 
salt marsh can be divided into two major zones; high marsh above the 
mean daily high water level, and low marsh below the mean daily high 
high water level. Low marsh was covered by tidal water twice daily 
and high marsh covered at least once monthly. The site used for this 
study was predominately low marsh with narrow regions of high marsh 
along wooded upland areas. Tidal creeks and man-made drainage ditches 
were dispersed throughout the low marsh. The predominate vegetation 
on the low salt marsh was the short form of Spartina alterniflora 
Loisel (smooth cord grass)(10-25 cm). Patches of Distichlis spicata 
(L) and Salicornia europaea L. were found throughout the stand of _S. 
alterniflora. The taller form of S.. alterniflora (60-90 cm) was 
present along edges of tidal creeks and ditches. Spartina patens 
(Ait.) Muhl and, less commonly, Juncus gerardi Lois were the 
predominate plant species on the high marsh. 
Recent evidence from electrophoresis of enzymes (Jacobson et al. 
1981) and morphology and behavior (Graham and Stoffolano 1983) of the 
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T. nigrovittatus complex indicates that it includes two sibling 
species, T.* nigrovittatus Macquart and IT. simulans Walker# Numerous 
specimens from the site used for this study were electrophoretically 
identified as _T_. nigrovittatus (Sofield, personal communication). 
Female flies collected from this study site only produced egg masses 
typical of those described by Graham and Stoffolano (1983) as T. 
nigrovittatus♦ On the basis of this information, it was assumed that 
all collections of flies were of T. nigrovittatus. not T. simulans. 
Trapping studies. Panels were used to assess attraction of _T. 
nigrovittatus because they allow for simple testing of pattern 
complexity on attraction without the interaction of three-dimensional 
shape, and also because they are an efficient trapping method for this 
species (Schulze et al. 1975). 
All panels were 30 x 30 cm cut out from 6 mm masonite and 
undercoated with white house paint. Black and white patterns were 
painted on one side of the panels using titanium white and ivory bla^k 
London and Winsor Newton artist pigments (Winsor Newton Co.). Cobalt 
siccative was mixed with the oil paint to hasten drying. The painted 
sides of panels were coated with a thin layer of Tangletrap®(The 
Tanglefoot Co.) to trap flies where they landed. Tangletrap was 
removed mechanically and replaced routinely to maintain a relatively 
clear and sticky coating on the panels. 
Panels were placed at ground level where maximum collections had 
been shown previously to occur (Allan, unpublished data) and leaned 
6? 
against wooden stakes at an 806 angle (to decrease shadow). 
Vegetation 15 cm or closer directly in front of the panels was 
trampled down to allow greater visibility of the pattern on the 
panels. Panels in each test series were placed 10 m apart in a 
straight line, facing towards the open marsh, and within a patch of 
similar vegetation. 
Collections of flies were made daily unless rain occurred, in 
which case collections were made the following day. Flies were 
mechanically removed from panels using a palette knife and placed on 
labelled sheets of plastic. Daily collections were placed in 227.3 
ml (8 oz.) cardboard cartons, labelled with the collection date, and 
frozen. These were later thawed and the flies identified, counted and 
dissected. From each collection, a sub-sample (n=520) of flies was 
dissected to determine ovarian development and parity. Christophers 
(1911) classification with modification by Her (1936) was followed for 
ovarian development and Polovodova's method (Detinova 1962) was 
followed for parity dissections. Dissections were conducted in 
Ringer's insect saline and soap (wetting agent). Flies landing on 
panels during the time of collections were removed and discarded 
because it was uncertain whether flies were attracted to the panels or 
the collector. After each collection, the position of each trap was 
rotated in the series to avoid positional bias in collections. Panels 
were placed on the salt marsh 10 July, 1981, and 17 July, 1982, just 
after the first biting activity was noted. All panels, except the 
series with white squares, were tested in 1981. 
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Various patterns were painted on panels to determine if tabanids 
responded differentially to the patterns. The patterns used were 
squares, circles and simple stars, which differed by having edges that 
were parallel, rounded, or radiating, respectively. A black square, 
circle, or simple star (6 pointed) was painted on a white background 
such that the area of each pattern was equal and covered 50% of the 
panel. 
To assess the effect of complexity of edges on attraction, a 
series of three panels, each with a black star against a white 
background, was used. Stars differed in complexity and those tested 
were; a simple star (6 points), a moderately complex star (12 points), 
and a complex star (24 points)(Fig 12a). All stars had the same 
surface area which was equal to that of the white background. 
A series of panels, each with a black circle of a different size 
on a white background, was used to determine if size of pattern 
affected the response of flies. The circles had diameters of 23.7 cm, 
18.2 cm, 12.2 cm, 6.2 cm, 4.3 cm, 3.0 cm, and 2.1 cm and the area of 
the largest circle was half that of the panel (Fig. 12b). The size of 
the circles decreased such that each had a surface area half that of 
the previous circle. A white panel was used as a control. 
The effect of size and number of rounded patterns on attraction 
was investigated using panels with a large number of small circles or 
a small number of large circles. Two series of panels were tested, 
one with white circles against a black background, and, one with black 
circles against a white background (Fig. 12c,d). Panels had 1, 4, 9, 
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Figure 12. Diagrammatic representation of patterns painted 
on panels; a) Black stars of increasing edge complexity against 
white backgrounds; b) Black circles of decreasing size against 
white backgrounds; c) Different numbers of black circles against 
white backgrounds; and d) Different numbers of white circles 
against black backgrounds. On all panels, except those in series 
b, 50% of the surface area was black. 
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25, or 100 circles of diameters 23.7 cm, 12.2 cm, 8.1 cm, 4.9 cm, and 
2.4 cm, respectively. In each series, a control panel painted the 
color of the circles was used. In this and all of the following 
series, half of the surface area of each panel was black and half was 
white. 
The response of flies to patterns with square edges was tested 
using panels with either 1, 4, or 9 squares. Two series of panels 
were used, one with black squares against a white background, and, 
another with white squares against a black background (Fig. 13a,b). 
In both series, a control panel painted the color of the squares was 
used. 
Attraction to panels with an increased number of edges was 
examined using panels with black and white stripes. The effect of 
orientation of stripes was determined first using two panels with nine 
black stripes on a white background (Fig. 13c). Then, a series of 
panels, each panel with 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, or 13 black vertical stripes on 
a white background were used (Fig. 13d). Width of the black stripes 
were 7.6 cm, 5.1 cm, 3.1 cm, 2.2 cm, 1.7 cm, and 1.2 cm, respectively. 
Data were subjected to a Chi-square test for agreement with a 
Poisson series. If variance was significantly higher than the mean 
and estimated k—values were between 2 and 5, it was concluded that 
data followed a negative binomial distribution and a log 
transformation required (Elliot 1977). If the data contained no 
zeros, a log (x) transformation was made. If the data contained 





mean number of flies collected on panels were tested by ANOVA and 
Duncan's New Multiple Range Test at the 5% level. Differences between 
number collected on black and white areas of panels were tested by 
ANOVA at the 5% level (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Data are presented in 
tables as the total numbers collected and the percentages of the 
total. 
Results 
Over 99% of the tabanids collected on traps were female _T. 
nigrovittatus. Males were rarely collected from panels, however, as 
determined from observations and sweep net collections, many were 
present in the area where panels were placed. Males collected were 
assumed to have been collected by accident and not by attraction. 
Although present in the field in moderate numbers, few Tabanus lineola 
Fabricius were collected. Due to the low number of male T. 
nigrovittatus collected, only female trap-catch data will be 
presented. 
Tabanus nigrovittatus is autogenous for the first gonotrophic 
cycle and requires a blood meal for oocyte maturation in subsequent 
ovarian cycles (Anderson 1971; Magnarelli and Anderson 1977). From 
dissection data, 98% of all female nigrovittatus dissected (n=520) 
had oviposited at least once and had follicles at stage II. Thus, 
almost all of the flies collected on the traps were females seeking a 
blood meal prior to the second gonotrophic cycle. This fact along 
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with the absence of males indicates that attraction to panels is 
related to visual orientation for host seeking. 
Captures of tabanids on panels with different patterns of equal 
size were not significantly different (Table 1). Fewer flies, 
however, were captured on the panel with the star. Table 2 shows the 
response of female X* nigrovittatus to panels of various edge 
complexity. Panels with complex and moderately complex stars caught 
more flies than the panel with the simple star, however, the 
difference was not significant. Collections of flies were not 
concentrated on the points of the stars. 
The response of flies to panels with black circles having an area 
of 116.1 cm (diameter of 12 cm) or more was significantly larger than 
to panels with smaller circles (Table 3). A circle having an area of 
116.21 cm covered one-eighth of the surface area of the front of the 
panel. The number of flies collected on black circles decreased as 
the circle size decreased. An exception was the collection of 16 
flies on the smallest black circle. Collections on white backgrounds 
were largest for the panel with the largest black circle and were 
significantly lower for the remainder of the series. In this and the 
following series of panels, flies appeared to be concentrated along 
the edge of a single large pattern against the background. This trend 
was less evident on panels with smaller and more numerous patterns. 
The response of flies to panels with rounded patterns of various 
sizes and numbers is presented in Tables 4 and 5. Collections of 
flies were significantly lower when the number of circles was larger 
Table 1. Effect of shape of black object against white back¬ 
ground of adult female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 
30 x 30 cm panels. 
Shape* * Total number of flies collected (%)** 
Square 51 (39.2) a 
Circle 56 (42.1) a 
Simple star 23 (17.7) a 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are signif- 
cantly different at p<0.05. 
* Area of black shapes on each panel covered 50% of the 
panel's surface. 
** Total of 12 replicates 
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Table 2. Effect of complexity of edge of black stars against white back¬ 
grounds on capture of adult female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 
30 x 30 cm panels. 
Shape of star* No. of points 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
Black star Vhlte background Total** 
Simple 6 9 (32.1) 14 (24.2) 23 (26.3) a 
Moderately complex 12 8 (25.0) 26 (44.8) 34 (40.0) a 
Complex 24 11 (42.9) 18 (31.1) 29 (33.7) a 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly diff¬ 
erent at P<0.05 
* Area of all stars is equal 
** Total of 12 replicates 
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Table 3. Effect of the size of a black circle on a white back¬ 
ground on capture of adult female Tabanus nigrovittatus 
on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
No. of flies collected (%) 
Area of black circle _ 
(cm2) Black circle White background Total* * 
464.5 45 (39.1) 145 (28.5) 190 (27.6) a 
232.2 31 (26.9) 60 (11.7) 91 (13.2) ab 
116.1 13 (11.6) 83 (16.3) 96 (14.0) ab 
58.0 4 ( 3.4) 66 (12.9) 67 ( 9.3) b 
29.0 2 ( 1.7) 56 (11.0) 58 ( 8.5) b 
14.5 4 ( 3.4) 57 ( l.D 61 ( 8.8) b 




- 64 ( 9.3) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are signif 
icantly different at P<0.05 
* Total of 14 replicates 
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Table 4. Effect of number of black circles on a white background on capture 
of adult female Tabanus nlgrovlttatus on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
No. of Diameter of 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
black circles circles (cm)* * Black circles White background Total** 
1 24.2 35 (40.2) 22 (37.9) 57 (33.1) a 
4 12.1 32 (36.8) 20 (34.3) 52 (30.2) a 
9 8.1 14 (16.1) 11 (18.9) 25 (14.5) ab 
25 4.9 6 ( 6.9) 3 ( 5.1) 9 ( 5.2) b 
100 2.4 0 ( 0.0) 2 ( 3.7) 2 ( 1.2) b 
0 (Black - - - 27 (15.8) ab 
control) 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly different 
at P<0.05 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's surface area 
** Total of 13 replicates 
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Table 5. Effect of number of white circles on a black background on capture 




circles (cm)* * 
No. of flies collected (%) 
White circles Black background Total** 
1 24.2 90 (44.5) 76 (39.2) 166 (36.1) a 
4 12.1 37 (18.3) 62 (31.9) 109 (23.7) ab 
9 8.1 36 (17.8) 40 (20.6) 76 (16.6) ab 
25 4.9 26 (12.8) 9 ( 4.6) 35 ( 7.7) be 
100 2.4 13 ( 6.6) 7 ( 3.7) 20 ( 4.4) c 
0 (white - - - 53 (11.5) be 
control) 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly differ¬ 
ent at P<0.05 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's surface 
area 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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and the size of circles smaller. In the series with black circles, 
panels with 1, 4, or 9 circles and the black control panel caught the 
greatest number of flies (Table 4). Panels with 9, 25 or 100 circles 
and the black control panel were not statistically different. The 
response of flies to the black circles or white background was not 
significantly different. In the series with white circles, panels 
with 1, 4, or 9 circles caught the greatest number of flies. Panels 
with 4, 9, or 25 circles were not significantly different. Panels 
with 25 or 100 circles and the white control panel caught the fewest 
flies. The panel with a single white circle (Table 5) collected three 
times as many flies as the white control panel, although the white 
area of the circle was half that of the white panel. In both series, 
panels with a large circle against a contrasting background collected 
33-36% of the flies collected in the series. There was no 
statistical differences between the number of flies collected on the 
circles or backgrounds in either series. 
Tables 6 and 7 show the effect of number and size of objects with 
square edges on the number of flies caught. Data for each table was 
collected in different years. However, comparisons between tables can 
be made by considering percentage of total collection. In the series 
with white squares (Table 6), the panel, with one square caught the 
greatest number of flies (52.5%), while the panels with 4 squares 
captured significantly fewer flies (19.8%). The panel with 9 squares 
and the white control panel were least attractive. Response of flies 
to a single large white square was ca. 2.5 times greater than to the 
Table 6. Effect of white squares on a 
female Tabanus nigrovittatus 
black background on capture 
on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
of adult 
No. of Area of square 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
squares (cm2)* * White square Black background Total** 
1 463.5 454 (60.8) 293 (56.8) 747 (52.2) a 
4 110.88 182 (24.4) 102 (19.7) 283 (19.8) b 
9 51.55 110 (14.8) 121 (23.5) 231 (16.2) c 
0 (White 900.00 - - 167 (11.7) c 
control) 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly different 
at PC0.05 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's surface area 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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Table 7. Effect of number of black squares on a white background on capture 
of adult female Tabanus nigrovlttatus on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
No. of Area of square 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
squares (cm2)* * Black square White background Total** 
1 463.54 33 (66.0) 18 (46.1) 51 (43.9) a 
4 110.88 16 (32.0) 19 (48.7) 35 (30.2) a 
9 51.55 1 ( 2.0) 2 ( 5.2) 3 ( 2.6) b 
0 (Black 
control) 
900.00 - - 27 (23.3) ab 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly different 
at P<0.05 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's surface area 
** Total of 12 replicates 
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white control panel despite the fact that the white control panel had 
about twice the surface area. Significantly more flies were captured 
on the white squares than the black backgrounds of panels with 1 or 4 
squares, although black and white areas were equal in size. The 
number of flies caught on black or white areas on the panel with 9 
squares did not differ statistically. In the series with black 
squares (Table 7), panels with 1 or 4 squares and the black control 
panels caught the greatest number of flies. Response to the panel with 
9 squares and the black control panel was not different. Attraction 
to the black control panel and the single large black square was 
almost equal despite the fact that the black square was about half the 
area of the control panel. No statistical differences were seen 
between collections on black squares or white backgrounds. In each 
series the greatest proportion of flies were caught on panels with one 
large square. Collections were significantly lower on panels with 
several small squares. 
The number of flies attracted to vertical or horizontal stripes 
did not differ statistically, however, larger collections were made on 
panels with vertical stripes (Table 8). The effect of varying the 
number of black vertical stripes on a white background is presented in 
Table 9. Panels with 2-13 black stripes caught significantly fewer 
flies than the white control panel. There was no statistical 
difference between panels with 2, 3, 5, or 7 black stripes and the 
white control panel. Attraction to panels decreased with the 
increased number and decreased width of black stripes. 
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Table 8. Effect of orientation of black stripes (2.16 cm wide) on a 
white background on captures of adult female Tabanus 
nigrovlttatus on 30 x 30 panels. ~ 
No. of flies collected 
Orientation of 
stripes Black stripe White background Total (%)** 
Horizontal 58 51 109 (37.6) a 
Vertical 88 93 181 (62.4) a 
Numbers which are not 
different at P<0.05 
followed by the same letter are significantly 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's 
surface area 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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Table 9. Effect of number of black vertical stripes on a white background on 
capture of adult female Tabanus nlgrovittatus on 30 x 30 cm panel. 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
No. of black Width of stripes 
stripes (cm)* * Black stripe White background Total** 
2 7.6 6 (26.1) 13 (20.2) 19 (11.0) ab 
3 5.1 7 (30.4) 17 (26.1) 24 (13.9) ab 
5 3.0 6 (26.1) 9 (13.8) 15 ( 8.7) ab 
7 2.2 1 ( 4.0) 9 (13.8) 10 ( 5.8) a 
9 1.7 1 ( 4.0) 11 (16.9) 12 ( 6.9) ab 




- - 53 (30.8) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly different 
at PC0.05 
* Area of black on each panel was equal to half of the panel's surface area 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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Discussion 
Attraction to a square, circle, or star of the same size was not 
significantly different, suggesting that size of a contrasting shape 
is a more important factor in attraction than shape (Table 1). 
Response was lowest to the panel with the star, probably due to its 
smaller appearance as a result of low resolution of the dissected 
edges by approaching flies. These results are consistent with those 
of other studies (described below) on attraction of hematophagous 
insects to two-dimensional shapes. Browne and Bennett (1980) did not 
find a strong preference by tabanids (Chrysops spp., Hybomitra spp.) 
or black flies (Simulium venusturn (Say) complex, Prosimulium mixtum 
Syme and Davies and Cnephia mutata (Malloch) when testing square, 
triangular, and circular silhouettes of equal size. Bradbury and 
Bennett (1974) also reported no shape preference using similar targets 
in the shape of rectangles, triangles, squares, stars and circles to 
collect _P. mixtum, C. mutata, _S. venus turn complex and vittatum 
(Zetterstedt). Peschken and Thorsteinson (1965) used solid-shaped and 
two-dimensional dissected targets to study attraction of S_. venusturn, 
S^. vittatum, and S. decorum (Walker). They reported that more flies 
were collected on solid triangular, square, and circular shapes than 
on silhouetttes with broken lines (i.e. X,Y) or hollow square 
silhouettes. Results on shape preference of three-dimensional targets 
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are conflicting. Bracken et al. (1962) reported that spheres were 
three times as attractive to tabanids as cubes or vertical cylinders. 
Roberts (1977), however, found that tabanids were equally attracted to 
black decoys in the shape of a sphere or modified cylinders. Fredeen 
(1961) compared three trap shapes for Simulium arcticum Mai. and 
concluded that shape had no effect. Browne and Bennett (1981) 
determined that cubes were significantly more attractive than pyramids 
to Aedes cantator (Coquillett) and Mansonia perturbans (Walker). The 
increased attractiveness of three-dimensional targets over 
two-dimensional targets is believed to be related to the large number 
of reflecting planes (Thorsteinson et al. 1966) of a three-dimensional 
object, and the larger area from which the object can be viewed. 
Thus, direct comparisons between shape preferences of two- and 
three-dimensional targets are difficult. General conclusions that 
compact, solid shapes are preferred, however, support data from this 
study. 
The lack of preference of T_. nigrovittatus for star shapes, with 
various edge complexities (Table 2) indicates that edge complexity 
does not enhance attraction. In addition, most of the flies collected 
were on the white background (67%) adjacent to the edges of the black 
stars, not on the black stars. This suggests that flies were 
orienting to the star, not directly to the points. This is in 
contrast to previous reports of collections of black flies (Bennett et 
al. 1965; Bradbury and Bennett 1974; Fallis et al. 1962; Wenk and 
Schlorer 1963) and mosquitoes (Browne and Bennett 1981) which were 
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concentrated on projecting edges of patterns. This discrepancy may be 
related to feeding site preferences of female flies. Mosquitoes and 
blackflies have often been documented feeding on ears and heads 
(Bradbury and Bennett 1974; Browne and Bennett 1980) of ungulates and 
T. nigrovittatus has been documented feeding on legs and undersides of 
ungulates (Blickle 1955). 
The size of contrasting shape is important in the attraction of 
T. nigrovittatus and greatest attraction was to the largest shape 
tested (Table 3). Attraction to a larger shape may be, in part, a 
result of greater perception of a larger object from a distance. This 
study agrees with the following reports in the literature. Barrass 
(1959) reported larger collections of Haematopota insidiatrix Austin 
on the larger of three black screens (2.23 sq.m, 1.48 sq.m, 0.74 
sq.m). Bracken and Thorsteinson (1965) concluded that attraction of 
tabanids increased with size of black spherical decoys used, but only 
up to a certain point (diameter 30.7 cm). Henry (1973) reported that 
attraction of Chrysops pudicus O.S., T. lineola and Chrysops niger 
taylori Phillip was greater to the largest black decoy spheres in two 
tests. Decoy spheres used were 12.7, 25.4, and 50.8 cm in diameter in 
the first test and 30.5, 50.8, and 137.1 cm in the second test (Henry 
1973). 
Arrangement of attractive surface is also an important factor in 
attraction. A single solid outline with simple edges was the most 
effective pattern for collection of flies. This was true whether the 
object was black or white, or, a circle or a square (Tables 4-7). 
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Numerous references have been made indicating that tabanids are more 
attracted to dark—colored objects than to similar areas of a lighter 
color (Catts 1970; Granger 1970; Hansens 1952; Hansens et al. 1971; 
Roberts 1970a; Rockel 1968). Site and year differences in the present 
study make this comparison difficult. However, in each series of 
panels, the number of flies collected on panels with a single large 
circle (black or white) was 33—36% of the total number and on panels 
with a single large square (black or white) was 44-52%. Based on 
these results, it appears that little difference exists between 
attraction to a black object versus a light colored object of the same 
size if the contrast of each object against the background is the 
same. This is in agreement with Turner and Invest (1973) who stated 
that contrast sensitivity was directly related to distance perception. 
They state that the better the contrast sensitivity and greater the 
brightness contrast between an object and background, the further away 
an insect would be able to see it. They claimed that high contrast 
sensitivity is likely an essential feature of vision in a blood 
sucking insect such as the tsetse fly which persues its host. 
Ungulates (cattle, horses, deer), which have been documented as hosts 
for _T. nigrovittatus (Blickle 1955; Bosler and Hansens 1974) are 
grazing animals found either on salt marshes or adjacent grass lands. 
Hosts in this situation would appear as highly contrasting objects 
against the background. The response of T_. nigrovittatus to panels 
with a large number of small circles or squares, which had a high 
contour density, was much lower in comparison to control panels and 
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panels with single, large circles or squares. This suggests that 
orientation to hosts is related to the detection of a highly 
contrasting solid object and that high contour density is inversely 
related to attraction. 
Our results are not in agreement with those of Sippel and Brown 
(1953) who found that the greatest attraction of Ae. aegypti (L.) at 
close range was to a black and white checkerboard pattern with small 
squares. They found a direct relationship between length of contour 
of the squares and attraction. Their results differ with those of 
Hecht and Hernandez-Corzo (1963) who tested landing behavior of unfed 
and blood-fed Anopheles spp., Aedes aegypti (L.), and Culex 
quinquefasciatus Say on black and white patterns. Patterns with the 
lowest contour density and highest amount of black collected a greater 
number than those with high contour density and a low amount of black. 
Direct comparison between these studies is difficult because contour 
density varied inversely with the amount of black in the latter study. 
Turner and Invest (1973) also found that pattern complexity was not a 
factor in attractiveness to Glossina morsitans morsitans Westwood and 
that the response to solid black two-dimensional panels was highest 
and decreased in panels with vertical black stripes, radial stripes 
and then checkerboard, respectively. This study supports the 
conclusion that orientation of host-seeking flies is related to the 
detection of a highly contrasting solid object and that high contour 
density is inversely related to attraction. 
The response to black vertical stripes was not statistically 
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greater than that of horizontal stripes (Table 8), although more flies 
were collected on the panel with vertical stripes. Wehner (1981) 
discussed the importance of horizontal stripes for horizon detection 
and indicated that vertical contrast lines are spontaneously preferred 
by a wide variety of insects, probably related to the phenomenon of 
course control. Turner and Invest (1973) used a choice test in a 
laboratory situation to determine attraction to various patterns and 
did not find a significant difference in attraction of G* m_. morsitans 
to vertically or horizontally striped two-dimensional targets. 
Stripes oriented either way were more attractive to tsetse flies than 
a checkerboard or radial striped pattern and this preference for 
stripes was ascribed to the preference of edges of sunlit and shaded 
areas as resting sites of this insect. 
Black and white stripes on a stationary object were not attractive 
to T_. nigrovittatus and fewer flies were collected on striped panels 
than on white control panel (Table 9). The area of black on each 
panel war constant and with an increase in number of stripes, width of 
the stripes decreased and the length of contrasting edges also 
increased. These results contradicted the flicker hypothesis proposed 
by Wolf and Zerrahan-Wolf (1935) for honeybees. Female T. 
nigrovittatus were more attracted to panels with wide stripes despite 
the decreased length of contrasting edges, and subsequent lower 
stimulation to the eyes. Fewer flies may have been captured on panels 
with more stripes because multiple, narrow stripes disrupt the 
silhouette of the black surface. The perceived size of black object 
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would be smaller and thus not visible to the fly from as great a 
distance. This is related to the width of stripes. Visual acuity of 
the eye is a function of interommatidial angles which determine the 
minumum size of object detected. Small objects close to the eye 
subtend a greater angle than those farther away and are more likely to 
be seen. Thus, the reduction of a form into stripes would decrease 
the distance from which it is perceived (Wehner 1981). The effect of 
stripes on attraction of biting flies has been noted by several 
researchers. Sippel and Brown (1953) conducted a laboratory 
experiment on the attraction of Ae. aegypti to white cubes with a 
black stripe of 1 cm, 2 cm, 9 cm, or on all black cube. The length of 
contrasting edge on all cubes was equal;and, the area of black on each 
cube was 125, 250, 375 and 500 sq. cm, respectively. Greatest 
attraction was to the solid black cube, followed by cubes with a black 
stripe 9 cm, 2 cm, or 1 cm wide. Bracken and Thorsteinson (1965) 
collected 42 times as many tabanids on a black vertical cylinder than 
on a similar cylinder painted with equal black and white stripes 4.5 
cm wide. Browne and Bennett (1980) collected more Chrysops spp. and 
Hybomitra spp. on two-dimensional solid blue panels than on solid 
yellow panels or yellow and blue striped panels. Turner and Invest 
(1973) also found that tsetse flies were more attracted to solid black 
objects than to striped ones. Waage (1981) proposed the hypothesis 
that black and white stripes protect zebras from biting flies. 
Stripes were believed to obliterate the detection of body edge and 
interfere with fly attraction by reducing contrast of the zebra's form 
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against the background. Thus, these studies and the present study on 
nigrovittatus strongly suggest that attraction of biting flies 
decreased when the surface of an attractive object is interrupted by 
stripes • 
Conclusions 
Attraction of host-seeking T. nigrovittatus depended more on 
detection of a large object with high contrast against the background 
than on detection of a particular pattern. High contour density did 
not enhance attraction and large patterns with simple edges were most 
attractive. Both light objects against a dark background and dark 
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objects against a light background were attractive, although the 
latter is more common in nature. Attraction to intensity contrast was 
shown to exist independently of hue. 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EFFECTS OF HUE AND INTENSITY ON VISUAL ATTRACTION OF 
FEMALE TABANUS NIGROVITTATUS MACQUART 
Introduction 
The major component of host finding by tabanids is believed to be 
vision although olfaction enhances attraction (Hanec and Bracken 1962; 
Knox and Hays 1972). The visual orientation to hosts has been the 
basis for the development of several traps for survey and control 
purposes (Adkins et al. 1972; Catts 1970; Decoster 1968; Hays 1968; 
Thorsteinson et al. 1965). In an effort to enhance attraction to 
traps, one of the major features of traps studied has been color. 
Hansens et al. (1971) used sticky-coated panels and found that black, 
dark green, and red were very attractive to T. nigrovittatus females. 
Less attractive colors were light blue, light green, white, and 
yellow. Granger (1970) found that response of nigrovittatus to 
Manning traps was greatest if they were red or brown. Black and 
yellow-green traps attracted fewer flies. In these studies, however, 
the role that hue and intensity played in attraction of 
nigrovittatus was not determined. For a reflecting surface, hue can 
be defined as the dominant wavelength of reflected light, and 
intensity as the amount of light reflected. The objectives of this 
study were to evaluate attraction to various hues and to determine the 
effect of intensity of hue on attraction of host-seeking flies. 
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Materials and Methods 
Research was conducted on a salt marsh (described in Chapter III) 
in Essex County, Massachusetts, from June to August 1980-2. Panels 
were used to assess attraction of _T. nigrovittatus because they permit 
simple testing of hue and intensity on attraction without the 
interaction of three-dimensional shape, and also because they are an 
efficient trapping method for this species (Hansens 1952). Panels 
selectively attracted female X* nigrovittatus which had mated and 
completed one gonotrophic cycle (Chapter III); incidental collection 
of males or nulliparous females also occurred. 
All panels (except those specified otherwise) were 30 x 30 cm cut 
out from 6 mm masonite and undercoated with white house paint. One 
surface of each panel was coated with either London and Winsor Newton 
artist oil pigments (Winsor Newton Co.), aluminum foil, or a mixture 
of powdered magnesium oxide and Tangletrap® (The Tangletrap Co.). 
Pigment mixtures used for panels were made from the following 
pigments: titanium white (W), ivory black (BK), permanent blue (B), 
cadmium yellow pale (Y), winsor green (G), and cadmium red (R). All 
pigment mixtures were measured by weight. Cobalt siccative was mixed 
with the oil paint to hasten drying. A Shimadzu Spectronic 
Spectrophotometer 210 UV (Bausch and Lomb, Inc) with a UV 200 
integrated sphere attachment was used to determine the spectral 
reflectance characteristics of each pigment mixture. Magnesium oxide 
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was used as a reflectance standard. Spectral reflectance of all 
pigments, pigment mixtures and materials used are presented in Fig. 
14-17. The painted sides of panels were coated with a thin layer of 
Tangletrap to trap flies upon landing. The coating of painted 
surfaces with Tangletrap had little effect on reflectance. Tangletrap 
was removed mechanically and replaced routinely to maintain a clear 
coating on the panels. 
Vegetation 15 cm or closer, directly in front of the panels, was 
trampled to allow greater visibility of the panels. Panels in each 
test series were placed at an 80 angle upright, 10 m apart in a 
straight line, facing towards the open marsh, and within a patch of 
similar vegetation. 
Collections were made as described in Chapter III. A replicate 
was defined as the daily collection of flies. If rain occurred during 
both the morning and afternoon, flies were collected the following 
day. After each collection, panels within a replicate were rotated in 
position to avoid positional bias. Missing replicates were due to 
high winds which blew panels over. 
Hue. The response of flies to various colors was evaluated using 
panels coated with artist oil pigments that were 100% B, 100% BK, 100% 
R, 100% W, or a yellow-green leaf mimic. The yellow-green leaf mimic 
(YG) was a mixture of 89.5% Y, 1.4% G, and 9.1% W. These comparisons 
were made 14 July - 18 August, 1980. 
The effect of ultraviolet (UV) reflection on attraction of flies 
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Figure 14. Relative spectral reflectance of background 
vegetation, pigments, and materials used to cover panels. 
Artist pigments used to cover panels. Artist pigments used 
were cadmium red deep (R), permanent blue (B), ivory black 
(BK), titanium white (T), and a yellow-green foliar mimic (YG). 
Materials used were magnesium oxide powder (M) mixed with 
Tangletrap (MT), aluminum foil (A) and the upper leaf surface 





















Figure 15. Relative spectral reflectance of a series of 
intensities of grey and yellow pigment mixtures used to cover 
panels. Pigment mixtures were made with cadmium yellow pale (Y), 
titanium white (W), and ivory black (BK). Grey mixtures were G1 
(34% BK, 66% W), G2 (66% BK, 34% W), and G3 (90% BK, 10% W). 
Yellow mixtures were Y1 (50% Y,50% W), Y2 (65% Y, 35% W), and Y3 
(90% Y, 10% BK). 
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Figure 16. Relative spectral reflectance of yellow-green 
pigment mixtures used to cover panels. Pigment mixtures used 
were YG1 (50% YG, 50% W), YG2 (100% YG), YG3 (98% YG,2% BK), 
and YG4 (89% YG, 11% BK). 
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Figure 17. Relative spectral reflectance of a series of inten 
sities of blue pigment mixtures (%B = % permanent blue pigment 









































was studied using white surfaces that reflected different amounts of 
UV• Magnesium oxide white (made with a 60:40 mixture of magnesium 
oxide powder and Tangletrap) had a high reflectance in the UV (300-400 
% * 
nm) as well as 100% reflectance from 400-800 nm. Magnesium oxide 
powder has 100% reflectance from 300-800 nm, however, when mixed with 
Tangletrap, reflectance in the UV, particularly from 300-350 nm 
decreased (Fig. 14). Insects are usually highly sensitive to UV from 
350-400 nm (Menzel 1979), and this region will be considered for 
discussion. Aluminum foil (shiny side) reflected 80% of all light 
from 300-800 nm. Titanium white (made with titanium dioxide pigment) 
reflected 8% in the UV and 100% from 400-800 nm (Fig. 14). Three 
panels, each coated with either magnesium oxide white, aluminum foil, 
or titanium white were used to determine attraction. To examine the 
effect of UV reflecting or absorbing backgrounds on attraction to a 
target, a black circle (12 cm diameter) was painted in the center of 
three panels similar to those described above. Both series were 





A series of yellow, yellow-green, blue and grey panels 
to investigate the effect of intensity of a hue on 
of flies. Pigment mixtures used represented the best 
spectral reflectance. Pigment and pigment mixtures for the 
cadmium yellow pale series were: a) 50% Y and 50% W; b) 65% Y and 35 % 
W; c) 90% Y and 10% BK; and d) 100% BK. Pigment mixtures for the 
yellow-green series were: a) 50% YG and 50% W; b) 100% YG; c) 98% YG 
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and 2% BK; and d) 90% YG and 10% BK. Pigments and pigment mixtures 
for the blue series were; a) 10% B and 90% W; b) 34% B and 66% W; c) 
66% B and 34% W; d) 80% B and 20% W; and e) 100% B. Pigments and 
pigment mixtures for the grey series were; a) 34% BK and 66% W; b) 60% 
BK and 30% W; c) 89% BK and 11% W; and d) 100% BK. Clear acrylic (3 
mm thick) panels were used as controls in each series. All series 
were tested from 25 July - 14 August, 1980, except for the blue series 
which was tested 13 July - 28 August, 1981. 
Data were subjected to Chi-square analysis for agreement with a 
Poisson series (Elliot 1977). If variance was significantly higher 
than the mean, it was concluded that data followed a negative binomial 
distribution. Data were transformed (log (x+1.5)) and differences 
between means were tested by ANOVA and Student-Newman-Keul's Test at 
the 5% level (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). 
Results 
Collections of flies on sticky coated panels were mostly females 
that had mated and completed one gonotrophic cycle (98%). The 
remainder were nulliparous female and males. The first gonotrophic 
cycle of these flies occurs autogenously (Anderson 1971; Magnarelli 
and Anderson 1977). Thus, in this study, flies caught were seeking a 
blood meal and attraction to panels was assumed to be a response to 
host mimics. Few males or nulliparous females were caught and the 
incidental collections were assumed to be accidental. 
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Hue. The number of T. nigrovittatus collected from sticky-coated 
panels of various colors is presented in Table 10. Blue panels caught 
the greatest number of flies (38.5%), while black and red panels were 
equally attractive and captured fewer flies. No significant 
difference existed between white or yellow-green panels which 
collected ca. 15% of all flies. 
Response of flies to white panels was greatest when the UV 
reflectance of panels was lowest (Table 11). Magnesium oxide (40-100% 
UV reflectance) and aluminum foil (80% UV reflectance) collected 
significantly fewer flies than titanium dioxide (8% UV 
reflectance)(92.3%). Response of flies decreased ca. 16 fold when UV 
reflectance was high. 
The effect of UV reflectance on attraction of female T_. 
nigrovittatus as a background for a visually attractive black circular 
target is presented in Table 12. Again, captures of flies were 
greatest when UV reflectance was lowest. Significantly more flies 
were collected on the titanium dioxide white panels (70.6%) than on 
the aluminum foil (26.7%) or magnesium white panel (2.7%). On both 
the white background and black circle of all panels, more flies were 
caught when UV reflectance was low. On each panel, differences in 
collection on the background and black circle were tested by ANOVA. 
The only significant difference found was a larger collection of flies 
on the titanium dioxide white background than on the black circle. 
Table 10. Response of Tabanus nigrovittatus to panels 
(30 x 30 cm) of various colors. 
Number of flies collected* 
Color Males Females Total (%) 
Blue 10 911 921 (38.5) a 
Black 9 634 643 (26.8) b 
Red 19 459 478 (19.9) b 
White 19 203 222 ( 9.3) c 
Yellow-green 14 115 129 ( 5.5) c 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are 
significantly different at p<0.05 
* Total of 19 replicates 
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Table 11* EffecC of ultraviolet reflection on captures of adult female 
Tabanus nlerovlttatus on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
Panel Z UV reflectance* No. of flies collected (Z)** 
Magnesium oxide white 40-100 5 ( 2.8) a 
Aluminum foil 80 9 ( 4.9) a 
Titanium dioxide white 8 167 (92.3) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly differ¬ 
ent at P<0.05 
* From 350-400 nm 
** Total of 15 replicates 
Table 12* Comparison of 
adult female 
with a black 
ultraviolet reflectance of background on captures of 
Tabanus nierovittatus on panels (30 x 30 cm) painted 
circle. 
No. of flies collected (X) 
Background Z UV reflectance* Background Black circle Total** 
Magnesium oxide white 40-100 12 ( 2.4) 8 ( 3.3) 20 ( 2.7) a 
Aluminum foil 80 134 (26.9) 65 (26.2) 199 (26.7) b 
Titanium dioxide white 8 351 (70.7) 175 (70.5) 526 (70.6) c 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significantly different 
at P<0.05 
* From 350-400 nm 
** Total of 13 replicates 
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Intensity. Attraction of flies to cadmium yellow pale increased as 
intensity of yellow increased (Table 13). Panels with 50% Y, 65% Y, 
and 100% BK caught the greatest numbers of flies. There was no 
statistical difference between 65% Y, 90% Y, and 100% BK and a clear 
acrylic panel. 
The response of flies to intensity of yellow—green is presented 
in Table 14. 50% YG and 89% YG panels caught the largest number of 
flies. 100% YG and 98% YG, and the clear acrylic panel were not 
statistically different. 
Table 15 shows the number of flies collected on panels of various 
intensities of blue. Panels with 10% B, 34% B, 66% B and 100% B 
caught the greatest number of flies. 80% B and the clear acrylic 
panel were not as attractive. 
The response of flies to panels of various intensities of grey is 
presented in Table 16. The greatest number of flies were collected on 
the 35% BK panel. 65% BK, 90% BK, and 100% BK were the next most 
attractive panels. There wa^ no significant difference between 90% 
BK, 100% BK, and the clear acrylic panel. 
Discussion 
Hue. In this study the attraction of flies to blue panels was 
significantly greater than to black or red panels and was considerably 
lower to white or yellow-green panels. From spectral reflectance data 
for pigments and pigment mixtures (Fig. 14), it is apparent that black 
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Table 13• Effect of intensity of cadmium yellow pale on captures 
of adult 
panels. 
female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 30 x : 30 cm 
No . of flies collected 
Pigment mixture* Males Females Total (%)** 
50% Y, 50% W 0 55 55 (39.5) a 
65% Y, 35% W 0 25 25 (17.9) ab 
90% Y, 10% BK 0 11 11 ( 7.9) b 
100% BK 0 35 35 (25.2) ab 
0 (clear control) 1 12 13 ( 9.5) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significant 
ly different at P<0.05 
* Pigment mixtures were made with cadmium yellow pale (Y), 
titanium white (W), and ivory black (BK) pigments 
** Total of 9 replicates 
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Table 14. Effect of intensity of yellow-green on captures of 
adult female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 30 x 30 cm 
panels• 
Pigment mixture* 
No. of flies collected 
Hales Females Total (%)** 
50% YG, 50% W 0 102 102 (35.9) a 
100% YG 0 30 30 (10.5) b 
98% YG, 2% BK 3 18 21 ( 7.4) b 
89% YG, 11% BK 1 122 123 (43.3) a 
0 (clear control) 0 8 8 ( 2.9) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significant- 
ly different at P<0.05 
* Pigment mixtures were made with yellow-green (YG)(89.5% cad¬ 
mium yellow pale, 1.4% winsor green, and 9.1% titanium white), 
titanium white (W), and ivory black (BK) 
** Total of 12 replicates 
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Table 15. Effect of intensity of blue on captures of adult 
female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
No. of flies collected 
Pigment mixture* * Males Females Total (%)** 
10% B, 90% W 1 85 86 (35.4) a 
34% B, 66% W 1 60 61 (25.1) ab 
66% B, 34% W 0 31 31 (12.7) ab 
80% B, 20% W 0 17 17 ( 6.9) b 
100% B 0 32 32 (13.2) ab 
0 (clear control) 0 16 16 ( 6.5) b 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significant¬ 
ly different at P<0.05 
* Pigment mixtures were made with permanent blue (B) and titanium 
white (W) pigments 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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Table 16. Effect of intensity of grey on captures of adult 
female Tabanus nigrovittatus on 30 x 30 cm panels. 
Pigment mixtue* 
No. of flies collected 
Males Females Total (%)** 
35% BK, 65% W 0 271 271 (51.9) a 
65% BK, 35% W 3 145 148 (28.3) b 
90% BK, 10% W 2 41 42 ( 8.2) be 
100% BK 4 39 43 ( 8.2) be 
0 (clear control) 11 6 17 ( 3.4) c 
Numbers which are not followed by the same letter are significant 
ly different at P<0.05 
* Pigment mixtures were made with ivory black (BK) and titanium 
white (W) pigments 
** Total of 15 replicates 
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and blue are similar except that the blue pigment has a small peak of 
blue reflectance at 450 nm. Spectral sensitivity curves, based on 
electroretinograms of X* nigrovittatus. indicate the presence of a 
blue photopigment (Chapter II). The significantly greater attraction 
of flies to blue than to black as well as the presence of blue 
photoreceptors indicates that the flies can detect and respond to 
blue. Captures of flies on black and red panels were not 
significantly different, although more flies were collected on the 
black panels. Reflectance curves of red and black (Fig. 10) are 
similar except for the rise of the red curve to 100% reflectance at 
600 nm. Red-absorbing visual pigments have only been reported for a 
few species of diurnal butterflies (Bernard 1979) and spectral 
sensitivity curves for T_. nigrovittatus give no evidence of the 
presence of red receptors (Chapter II). Thus, without a red receptor, 
red panels would appear dark grey or black to host-seeking flies of 
this species. The capture of flies on white and yellow-green panels 
were low and were not statistically different. Spectral reflectance 
curves for white and yellow-green were quite different. White pigment 
was highly reflective with 100% reflectance from 400-800 nm (Fig. 10). 
Collections on the white panel may have been a result of its high 
contrast against the background. Yellow-green had low reflectance 
except for a peak (45% reflectance) at 550 nm (Fig. 10). The 
yellow—green pigment mixture was higher in intensity than leaves of 
Spartina alterniflora Loisel. Leaves had a second peak of reflectance 
at 750 nm (red), which was not believed to be important due to the 
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absence of red receptors in the flies (Chapter II). The peak 
sensitivity of T. nigrovittatus is 520 nm (green) indicating that 
green photopigment is present in the retinula cells (Chapter II). The 
presence of this pigment, however, does not necessarily indicate that 
attraction to green would occur. It appears that flies can perceive 
the yellow-green panel, however, either due to lack of contrast 
against the background or a centrally mediated process, host-seeking 
flies are not attracted to yellow-green. 
The response of host-seeking tabanids to color as indicated by 
the literature is generally greatest to blue, red and black. Bracken 
et al. (1962) observed the attraction of Tabanus illotus (O.S.) and 
Tabanus lineola scutellaris (Macq.) to large sticky coated spheres 
painted various colors. Maximum attraction of both species was to 
dark blue, closely followed by black and red. The white sphere 
collected almost as many T. illotus as did the red and black spheres, 
however, almost no T. scutellaris were collected on the white. 
Dissections were not made to determine whether T. illotus were seeking 
a host or nectar meal. Moderate collections of T. illotus were made 
on violet and green spheres with the lowest collections on yellow 
spheres. Low collections of T. _1. scuttelaris were made on violet, 
green, and yellow spheres. Bracken et al. (1962) also noted the 
similarity of collections on black and red spheres and postulated that 
either tabanids are unable to detect red or that red against a green 
background was not an attraction stimulus. The infrequency of landing 
on yellow-green spheres was attributed to low contrast against the 
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green vegetation. Cylindrical traps covered with colored paper were 
used by Hays (1968) who found that black and red traps were more 
attractive than blue, green, or light brown traps. Spectral 
reflectance data for the colored paper was not presented, thus making 
direct comparisons with other data difficult. Henry (1973) used 
sticky coated spheres to collect tabanids (predominately X* lineola, 
H. daecki) and found that strongest attraction was to red, black, and 
blue spheres. Green was moderately attractive and white and silver 
were unattractive. He found that deer flies (predominately C_. pudigo. 
C. niger taylori) were more strongly attracted to blue spheres than to 
green, red, black, or yellow-green spheres. Snoddy (1970) used 
colored sticky coated balloons and found that red and black balloons 
were very attractive and white traps were not very attractive to X* !!• 
taylori. Results from a study by Browne and Bennett (1980), who used 
sticky coated panels, indicated that Chrysops spp. were most attracted 
to red and blue. Black and white panels were moderately attractive 
and yellow panels were least attractive. Hybomitra spp. were most 
attracted to blue and red panels, moderately attracted to black and 
white, and least attracted to yellow panels. Oviposition behavior of 
Chrysops spp. was greatest on red or unpainted stakes placed in water 
(Roth and Lindquist 1948). Results that contradict those of this 
study and those mentioned above were obtained by Lavigne et al. 
(1968). In a comparison between yellowish-tan and black modified 
Manitoba fly traps without decoys, they found that yellowish-tan traps 
were most attractive to Chrysops fulvaster Osten Sacken and Tabanus 
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stonel and that black traps were most attractive to Hybomitra 
frontalis Walker. The authors did not document whether attraction to 
the yellowish-tan trap was a result of host-seeking behavior. It 
seems likely that this attraction was due to nectar feeding 
activities. Decoys of different shape (circle, cube, sphere) and 
colors (black, white, blue) were suspended from modified Manitoba 
traps by Neys et al. (1971) and attraction of tabanid species noted. 
Black spheres and cubes were most attractive, black circles and blues 
spheres moderately attractive, and blue cubes and circles and all 
white shapes least attractive. The low attractancy of blue may have 
been due to the fact that the intensity of blue used was similar to 
that of grass and thus provided low contrast against the background. 
The attraction of host seeking female X» nigrovittatus to panels 
was inversely proportional to the UV reflectance from the panels 
(Table 11). This was tested using panels that were visually similar 
except, for their reflectance in the UV (300-400 nm), so that 
differences in response of flies to panels could be attributed to 
differences in UV reflection. When visually attractive targets (black 
circles) were placed against UV reflecting backgrounds, size of 
collections were also inversely proportional to UV reflectance. 
Adults of X* nigrovittatus have been found to have a peak of 
sensitivity in the UV ( < 342 nm) as determined by spectral 
sensitivity studies (Chapter II). Thus, there is both 
electrophysiological and behavioral evidence that adult females of X* 
nigrovittatus are capable of detecting UV reflectance which then 
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results in avoidance behavior. 
Bracken and Thorsteinson (1965) covered a large black cylinder 
with discs of aluminum foil. With foil covering one-ninth of the 
surface of the cylinder, 80% fewer tabanids were collected than on a 
solid black cylinder. Davies (1972) compared collections of black 
flies on surfaces which had high or low UV reflectance and found that 
surfaces with low UV reflectance had larger collections than those 
with high UV reflectance. Thus, high UV reflectance appears to elicit 
avoidance in host seeking tabanids and black flies. High UV 
reflectance acts as an attractant for other host seeking flies such as 
face flies (Pickens 1983), stable flies (Ballard 1958; Waldbilling 
1968), and horn flies (Agee and Patterson 1983). The difference in 
the two strategies may be a result of the number and duration of 
fly-host encounters. Flies attracted to surfaces reflecting a large 
amount of UV tend to require numerous blood meals or continual feeding 
on animal secretions. Both sexes of stable flies and horn flies are 
attracted and feed on the host. The strong attraction of these flies 
to UV-reflecting surfaces is believed to be related to the reflection 
of UV from cattle hair (Pickens 1983) and skin on the nose and around 
the eyes of cattle (Owens and Allan 1983). Black flies and tabanids, 
however, are infrequently associated with the host and may require one 
or two blood meals during their lifespan. Both are similar in that 
they have aquatic larvae, emerge and seek hosts inland, and return to 
water to oviposit. Water has high UV reflectance and generally few 
hosts are found adjacent to it. The avoidance of UV-reflecting 
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surfaces by tabanids and black flies appears to be congruous with host 
seeking strategy. Tabanids are, however, highly attracted to hosts 
and shiny dark spheres (Bracken et al. 1962; Thorsteinson et al. 
1965), both of which have low UV reflectance along the curved surfaces 
(Owens and Allan 1983). The low UV reflectance may act to enhance 
contrast of the large host or sphere against the background and result 
in host-seeking behavior. 
Intensity. Results of this study indicate that either increasing or 
decreasing the intensity of a hue increases attraction. This is 
believed to be due to the increased contrast of the panel against the 
background. Yellow panels which had the greatest reflectance (Fig. 
15) caught the largest number of flies (Table 13). Although the peak 
of absorbance of the green photoreceptor is at 520 nm, the pigment has 
a broad absorption spectrum which extends into the yellow portion of 
the visible spectrum (Chapter II). Thus, reflectance from a yellow 
surface would likely stimulate green photoreceptors. The panel with 
50% yellow had high reflectance between 500 and 550 nm and likely 
appeared green to the flies. The yellow panel with the lowest 
reflectance (90% Y, 10% BK)(Fig. 16) had low reflectance between 500 
and 520 nm and likely appears grey to the flies. The yellow-green 
panel with the highest reflectance (50% YG, 50% W)(Fig. 16) caught 
significantly more flies than yellow-green panels with lower 
reflectance (Table 14). These panels were slightly lower in intensity 
than the background vegetation and provided little contrast. The 
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yellow-green panel with the lowest intensity (90%, 10% BK) caught the 
largest number of flies. These results seem to be a paradox, 
particularly in view of the fact that the reflectance of this 
% 
yellow-green mixture is ca. 8% lower than that of the background 
vegetation. The sensitivity of T^. nigrovittatus is greatest in the 
region of the visible spectrum which is reflected most strongly by the 
natural environment of the fly (500-550 nm)• Thus, flies are very 
sensitive to changes in intensity in this region of the spectrum. In 
the absence of hosts, flight of host-seeking flies usually terminates 
with flies landing on grass blades. Flies either fly directly to the 
base of the grass blade, fly to the top of the grass blade and walk 
down it, or fly to the top of a grass blade, rest and then resume 
flight. Much of the time of a host-seeking fly appears to be spent 
resting on grass blades. Recognition of resting sites may be visual 
and located by a dark yellow-green region appearing below the fly as 
it is flying above the grass. Resting sites would appear dark 
yellow-green from above because the fly would be viewing yellow-green 
of the grass as well as the soil. Orientation of flies to the dark 
yellow-green panel is believed to be the result of a combination of 
resting site location and attraction of host seeking flies to an 
object contrasting against the background. Blue panels which were 
higher or lower in intensity than the background vegetation (Fig. 17) 
caught significantly more flies than the blue panel similar in 
intensity to the background vegetation (Table 15). Grey panels which 
had the highest reflectance (Fig. 15) were the most attractive to 
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flies (Table 16). This is in agreement with Wehner (1981) who stated 
that objects which are darker than the background, and of certain size 
velocity are most apt to elicit a positive response. He suggested 
that visual contrast between an object and the background may be 
increased by; a) hue contrast between an object and the background; b) 
decreased reflectance of the object relative to the background; c) 
increased reflectance of the object relative to the background; d) 
matching of visual sensitivity to background spectrum; and e) 
decreased visual sensitivity to the object spectrum. In the present 
study, increased contrast against the background (as a result of high 
or low intensity of a hue) appeared to increase visual contrast and is 
reflected by fly capture. 
Wavelengths which have the greatest contrast to other wavelengths 
are termed complementary dominant wavelengths and are discussed by 
Hailman (1979). Hailman (1979), during his studies on conspicuousness 
of animal coloration, examined various natural backgrounds and 
determined wavelengths complementary to the observed backgrounds. 
Following his classification, salt marsh vegetation would be 
considered a high purity background and the most efficient contrast 
would be a dark, saturated blue. Host-seeking _T» nigrovittatus, which 
are visually sensitive to both blue and green, are strongly attracted 
to blue panels against a highly reflective green background, 
suggesting that the complimentary wavelength contrast is of 
importance. 
Literature on the attraction of tabanids indicates that darker 
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colors are more attractive than lighter colors (Barrass 1959; Bracken 
and Thorsteinson 1965; Brown and Morrison 1955; Granger 1970; Hansens 
1947; Portchinsky 1915; Roberts 1970a; Rockel 1968). These 
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investigations, however, did not determine if attraction was to the 
particular hue or intensity tested, nor were observations made of 
contrast against the background. Previous reports of the importance 
of intensity on collection of biting flies have been made. Bracken et 
al. (1962) observed attraction of T. 1_. scutellaris and T. illotus to 
a series of grey spheres ranging from light to dark grey. X* illotus 
was more attracted to the lightest and darkest spheres than to the 
intermediate grey spheres. T_. 1.. scutellaris, however, was only 
attracted to the three darkest grey spheres which were darker than the 
background vegetation. It was concluded that attraction was greatest 
to objects with the greatest contrast against the background, however, 
no other hues were tested. Davies (1951) observed Simulium venusturn 
(Say) landing on colored cloths and concluded that the number of black 
flies alighting was more influenced by intensity than by the 
wavelength of reflected light such that few flies landed if the 
intensity was high and more landed if the intensity was low. These 
results are contrary to those in the present study. Davies did not 
examine intensities of various hues but compared response of black 
flies to dark blue, dark brown, dark grey, dark red, medium grey, 
white and black cloths. In such an experiment, intensity was not 
independant of hue and the effect of intensity alone would be 
difficult to determine 
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Conclusion 
Spectral sensitivity studies of T_. nigrovittatus have indicated 
that UV, blue, and green photoreceptor systems exist in male and 
female flies (Chapter II)• Sensitivity of males and females was 
basically similar and differed only by relative amounts of blue and 
green photopigments (Chapter II)• A difference in sensitivity of one 
day old (nulliparous) and 8—18 day old (parous) female flies was seen, 
however, the shape of the relative spectral sensitivity curves were 
similar. Only host-seeking female flies were attracted to panels of 
various hues and intensity although large numbers of nulliparous 
females and males were present in the same study area. Because the 
dramatic differences in attraction can not be accounted for by 
differences in receptors, it was assumed that these differences are 
the result of some type of central mediation. 
Results of this study clearly indicate that host-seeking T. 
nigrovittatus have a marked preference for blue, black and red (which 
have low reflectance from 400-800 nm). Yellow, yellow-green, white 
and ultraviolet were much less attractive. Increasing or decreasing 
intensity of panels increased attraction of host seeking flies which 
was believed result from the greater contrast against the background. 
From an applied standpoint, this work suggests that the effectiveness 
of visual traps for tabanid survey and control purposes may depend on 





the most effective hue for a visual trap, the spectral 
of the insect as well as the hue-linked behaviors should 
be considered 
CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECT OF BACKGROUND CONTRAST ON VISUAL ATTRACTION 
AND ORIENTATION OF TABANUS NIGROVITTATUS MACQUART 
Introduction 
Discrimination of an object from a background requires that an 
animal be able to detect differences in motion, hue (color contrast), 
or intensity (relative brightness)(Hailman 1977). Movement is 
important in the attraction of most insects (Wehner 1981), and among 
hematophagous insects has been shown to be important for the bug, 
Triatoma sp. (Ward and Finlayson 1982), blackflies (Wenk and Schlorer 
1963), mosquitoes (Haufe and Burgess 1960; Sippel and Brown 1953), and 
Glossina spp. (Brady 1972; Vale 1974). Thorsteinson (1958) initially 
suggested movement to be important in the attraction of tabanids, 
however, subsequent studies were unable to confirm this (Bracken et 
al. 1962; Bracken and Thorsteinson 1965; Browne and Bennett 1980). 
The effect of hue contrast against background on attraction has been 
examined in several phytophagous insects (Kennedy et al. 1961; Kring 
1972; Smith 1976; Owens 1982), but has not been studied in any 
hematophagous species to date. Intensity contrast against background 
is also considered to play a major role in the attraction of many 
phytophagous insects (Prokopy and Owens 1983), and has been only 
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suggested to be an important factor in the attraction of biting flies 
(Bracken et al. 1962; Granger 1970; Roberts 1970a; Davies 1972; 
Gatehouse and Lewis 1973). 
* ' 
Vision is considered the primary factor in the initial 
orientation of tabanids to possible hosts (Bracken et al. 1962) yet 
few studies have carefully analyzed the major components of visual 
orientation in this group of hematophagous insects. Visual 
orientation of the salt marsh tabanid, Tabanus nigrovittatus Macquart, 
has been studied by several researchers (Hansens 1952; Granger 1970; 
Hansens et al. 1971; Uebel 1974; Morgan and Lee 1977; Allan 
unpublished data), however; little effort has been made to carefully 
analyse the importance of contrast of hue or intensity. 
The primary objective of this study was to determine the effect 
of the relative intensity contrast of an object against a background, 
on visual attraction of Tabanus nigrovittatus. Attraction to test 
panels of a range of intensities, a) without the interaction of hue 
(grey) and b) with the interaction of hue (blue) was evaluated against 
backgrounds of different intensities. 
Materials and Methods 
Research was conducted on a salt marsh (described in Chapter III) 
in Essex County, Massachusetts, from June to August, 1982. Sticky 
panels were used to assess attraction of T. nigrovittatus because they 
allow simple test designs and because they are an efficient trapping 
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method for this species (Hansens 1952; Schulze et al. 1975). Panels 
selectively attracted female T. nigrovittatus which had mated and 
completed one gonotrophic cycle (Chapter III), with incidental 
collections of males or nulliparous females. 
Contrast of background. Background panels (60.8 x 60.8 cm) and test 
panels (30 x 30 cm) were cut from 6 mm masonite sheets, undercoated 
with white house paint, and then coated with either London or Winsor 
Newton artist pigments (Winsor Newton Co.) or commercial enamel paint 
(Sherwin-Williams, Co.). Cobalt siccative was mixed with the oil 
pigment to hasten drying. The painted sides of the panels were coated 
with a thin layer of Tangletrap (The Tanglefoot Co.) to trap flies 
upon landing. Tangletrap was removed with a spatula and replaced 
routinely to maintain a relatively clear coating on the panels. 
Background panels were placed on the ground and were fastened in 
an upright position to wooden stakes. Placement at ground level and 
at an upright position had been previously shown to increase 
collections (Allan, unpublished data). Test panels were placed 
upright against the background panel in the center of the panel at 
ground level. Tangletrap was used to fasten test panels to background 
panels. Vegetation 15 cm or closer, directly in front of the panels, 
was trampled down to allow greater visibility of the panels. Panels 
in each test series were placed 10 m apart in a straight line, facing 
towards the open marsh, and within a patch of similar vegetation. 
To investigate the effect of intensity contrast without the 
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interaction of hue contrast, grey background panels were used. Three 
intensities of grey were chosen such that one was equal to the 
intensity of the background vegetation, one was of higher intensity, 
and the other lower. Three test panels of similar hue and intensity 
were placed against three different background panels adjacent to each 
other. Two series of five test panels, ranging from high to low 
intensity were used. The first series of test panels was grey and 
allowed investigation of intensity contrast without the effect of hue. 
The second series of test panels was blue (shown in Chapter IV to be 
highly attractive to _T_. nigrovittatus) and was used for investigation 
of the effect of hue. 
Background panels were coated with the following mixtures of 
commercial enamel paint; a) high intensity grey - 20% black and 80% 
white; b) medium intensity grey — 68% black and 32% white; and c) low 
intensity grey - 80% black and 20% white. For clarity, high intensity 
grey background will be referred to as light grey background (LGB), 
medium intensity grey as medium grey background (MGB) and low 
intensity grey as dark grey background (DGB). Test panels were coated 
with mixtures of artist pigments. Pigment mixtures for the grey 
series were: a) 10% ivory black (BK) and 90% titanium white (W); b) 
30% BK and 70% W; c) 50% B and 50% W; d) 70% B and 30% W; and e) 100% 
B. Pigment mixtures for the blue series were: a) 10% permanent blue 
(B) and 90% W; b) 34% B and 66% W; c) 66% B and 34% W; d) 80% B and 
20% W; and e) 100% B. All pigment mixtures were measured by weight. 
A Shimadzu Spectronic spectrophotometer 210 UV (Bausch and Lomb, 
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Inc.) with a UV 200 integrated sphere attachment was used to determine 
the spectral reflectance characteristics of each pigment mixture and 
of the background vegetation (Fig. 17-18). Area under each spectral 
reflectance curve (from 300-650 nm) was calculated. The pigment 
mixture for MGB was calculated such that it was equal in intensity to 
the background vegetation. 
Collections were made as described in Chapter III. For the 
purpose of this study, a replicate was defined as a daily collection 
of flies. If rain occurred during both the morning and afternoon, 
flies were collected the following day. After each collection, the 
position of each panel in a series was rotated in the series to avoid 
positional bias. Hissing replicates were due to high winds which blew 
panels over. 
Data were subjected to a Chi-square analysis for agreement with a 
Poisson series (Elliot 1977). If variance was significantly higher 
than the mean, it was concluded that the data followed a negative 
binomial distribution. Data were transformed (log (x+1)) and 
differences between means were tested by ANOVA and 
Student-Neuman-Keul's Test at the 5% confidence level (Sokal and Rohlf 
1969). 
Orientation. The distribution of flies collected on test and 
background panels was determined to evaluate the effect of the test 
panel on attraction to the background panel. A grid was made by 
dividing a wooden frame (60.8 x 60.8 cm) into 64 squares (7.6 x 7.6 
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Figure 18. Relative spectral reflectance of a series of 
intensities of grey pigment mixtures and an upper leaf surface of 
Spartina alterniflora Loisel (leaf). Pigment mixtures represented 

















































cm) with string. This grid was placed over the panels and the number 
of flies collected from each square marked on the corresponding data 
sheet. Collections were made from all of the grey test panels against 
LGB and MGB panels on 21 and 24 July, 1982. Data were checked for 
agreement with a Poisson series by a Chi-square analysis 
.05)(Elliot 1977). For each trap collections, the variance to 
mean ratio (coefficient of dispersion)(Sokal and Rohlf 1969) was 
calculated for; a) the test panel; b) background panel; c) squares 
along the edges of test panels; d) squares 15.2-38.0 cm above the 
ground; e) bottom half of background panel including the test panel; 
and f) top half of the background panel. Collection data are 
presented as means and standard errors in a table as a diagrammatic 
representation of the grid. 
Observations were made on the close-range orientation (0-3 m) of 
T. nigrovittatus to a test panel and background on 4 August, 1982. 
Flies approaching panels were observed through binoculars from a 
distance of 25 m directly in front of the panels. The presence of the 
observer was not believed to affect fly behavior and data from flies 
that approached the observer was discarded. The large grid was placed 
upright adjacent to the background panel to determine the height of 
flight of the flies. During a one hour period of high biting activity 
(2-3 pm), behavior of 35 flies approaching the panels was noted. 
Results 
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Contrast of background* The effect of background intensity on 
attraction of flies to test panels which ranged from 10-100% black is 
presented in Table 17• Significantly more flies were attracted to a 
10% black test panel against a DGB panel than against a LGB panel. 
Neither were significantly different from collections against a MGB 
panel. The number of flies collected on 30% black test panels was 
significantly higher against the LGB and DGB panels, than against the 
MGB panel. No significant difference was seen in the number of flies 
on 50% or 70% black test panels against any of the background panels. 
Fewer flies, however, were collected on the 50% black test panel 
against the MGB. Significantly more flies were collected on the 100% 
black test panel against the LGB panel than against the MGB or DGB 
panels. 
The number of flies attracted to test panels which ranged from 
10-100% blue is presented in Table 18. The only significant 
difference in this series was a larger collection on the 10% blue test 
panel against a DGB panel than against LGB or MGB panels. Fewer flies 
were collected on the 34% and 66% blue test panels against LGB panels. 
The 80% blue test panel and MGB were similar in overall intensity and 
fewer flies were collected on the test panel. Blue test panels of low 
intensity (80% B, 100% B) consistently attracted large numbers of 
flies despite the lower contrast against the darker background (MGB, 
DGB). With the exception of the 10% blue test panel, the general 
trend is for the number of flies on test panels to increase as the 
percentage of blue pigment on the test panels increased and the 
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Table 17. Comparison of intensity of grey background panels (60.8 x 60.8 cm) 
on collection of adult female Tabanus nigrovittatus on a series 
of test panels (30 x 30 cm) which ranged from 10 - 100Z black.* 
Z black pigment No. of 
No. of flies collected (Z) 






7 1055 (24.8) a 
9 1286 (36.8) a 
7 1362 (37.7) a 
9 630 (26.4) a 
8 1054 (49.5) a 
1235 (28 .9) ab 1971 (46, .3) b 
582 (16 .7) b 1624 (46, .5) a 
943 (26 .1) a 1306 (36, .2) a 
921 (38 .5) a 838 (25, 
.1) a 
490 (22 .9) b 587 (27, .6) b 
Numbers in each row which are not followed by the same letter are 
significantly different at P<0.05 
* Mixed with titanium white artist pigment 
** LGB»light grey background, MGB-medium grey background (equal in intensity 
to background vegetation), DGB» dark grey background 
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Table 18. Comparison of intensity of grey background panels (60.8 x 60.8 cm) 
on collection of adult female Tabanus nigrovlttatus on a series 
of test panels (30 x 30 cm) which ranged from 10 - 100Z blue.* 
Z blue pigment No. of 
No. of flies collected (Z) 
of test panels* * replicates LGB** MGB DGB 
10 8 548 (24.3) a 501 (22.2) a 1209 (53.9) b 
34 7 380 (32.8) a 434 (37.5) a 343 (29.7) a 
66 9 457 (21.4) a 841 (39.5) a 831 (39.1) a 
80 8 1294 (38.8) a 806 (24.2) a 1230 (37.0) a 
100 6 1388 (33.9) a 1282 (32.5) a 1328 (33.6) a 
Numbers in each row which are not followed by the same letter are 
significantly different at P<0.05 
* Mixed with titanium white artist pigment 
** LGB«light grey background, MGB-medium grey background (equal in intensity 
to background vegetation), DGB- dark grey background 
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relative intensity of the pigment decreased (Fig. 19). This occurred 
regardless of background intensity. 
The effect of intensity of a test panel on collection of flies 
v 
can be seen in Tables 17 and 18 and, for clarity, is presented 
graphically in Fig. 19. Attraction to blue test panels decreased with 
increased relative intensity, with the exception of the highest 
intensity blue. The trend of larger collections on grey test panels 
with higher relative intensity was less clear. 
Orientation. The behavior of female T. nigrovittatus as observed upon 
approach to test panels and background panels is presented in Table 
19. Out of the 35 flies observed approaching the panels, 51.4% landed 
on a panel. All of the flies that landed on panels, did so below the 
height of initial approach (Table 19). A low proportion of the flies 
observed (20%), landed on a panel immediately. The remainder of the 
flies that landed (31.4%) flew past the panels first, immediately 
turned around, and then landed. Of the flies that returned and 
landed, 17% circled the background panel several times before landing. 
Of the flies observed approaching the south facing panels, 66.7% 
initially approached from the right (east), 30.5% approached from the 
left (west), and 2.8% from in front of the panels (south). During the 
period of observation, wind was not detectable. Of the flies observed 
in flight, 88.5% approached panels at 30.4 - 53.2 cm above ground 
level (Table 20). No flies flew towards panels from 0 - 30.4 cm above 




Figure 19. Effect of a series of intensities of blue and 
grey on attraction of female _T. nigrovittatus. Pigment mixtures 
of blue were 10%, 34%, 66%, 80%, and 100% permanent blue artist 
pigment mixed with titanium white pigment. Pigment mixtures of 
grey were 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 100% ivory black pigment mixed 
with titanium white pigment. The average number of flies 
collected per panel is plotted on the abscissa. Data for each 
point consists of collections on a test panel against all 
background intensities. Number of replicates is presented in 
parentheses. The relative intensity of test panels is presented 

















Table 19• Behavior of female X* nigrovittatus as observed 
upon approach to test panel and background 
panel on 4 August, 1982. 
Behavior No. of flies observed (%)* 
Flew past 14 (40.0) 
Flew past,, returned and landed** 11 (31.4) 
Flew past, returned and did not 
land 3 ( 8.6) 
Landed immediately** 7 (20.0) 
* N=35 
** Landed lower than initial flight height 
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Table 20. Height of initial approach of female T_. nigrovittatus 
to test panel and background panel.* 
Height of initial approach No. of flies observed (%)** 
(cm above ground) 
60.8 - 68.4 2 ( 5.8) 
53.2 - 60.8*** 2 ( 5.8) 
45.6 - 53.2 8 (22.8) 
38.0 - 45.6 14 (40.0) 
30.4 - 38.0 9 (25.6) 
22.8 - 30.4 0 ( 0.0) 
15.2 - 22.8 0 ( 0.0) 
7.6 - 15.8 0 ( 0.0) 
0.0 - 7.6 0 ( 0.0) 
* Determined by observation 4 August, 1982 
** N=35 
*** 60.8 cm above ground = top of background panel 
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above ground. 
The distribution of flies collected on background and test panels 
was highly clumped on the test panel, background panel, and top and 
bottom half of the entire trap. Randomness was approached, as 
indicated by the variance to mean ratio, only when considering flies 
collected from 15.2—38.0 cm above ground level. The largest number of 
flies was collected along the boundary of the test panel and the 
background panel, and at the height of 22.8 - 38.0 cm above the ground 
(Table 21). An 'edge' effect of attraction was reflected by the large 
number of flies collected along the edge of the test panel and the 
background panel (Table 21). A preferred height of landing was also 
indicated by the large numbers collected at 15.2 - 38.0 cm above 
ground level (Table 21). Low numbers of flies were collected along 
the outer perimeter of the background panel. Of the total number of 
flies collected, 32.6% were on the small panel, 55.9% along the edges 
of the small panel, and 85% from 15.2 - 38.0 cm above ground. More 
flies were collected at the bottom of the test panels than on the 
bottom of the background panels. 
Discussion 
Contrast of background. Test panels with the greatest contrast 
against the background, regardless of whether the test panel or 
background were light or dark, collected the most flies (Tables 17 - 
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an essential feature of vision for a blood-feeding insect such as the 
tsetse fly which persues its host. They believed this to be important 
because the greater the contrast sensitivity of the fly, the further 
away the fly may see the object. In a previous study, Bracken et al. 
% 
(1962) found that, except for one species, tabanids were not attracted 
to grey spheres that exceeded the reflectance of the background 
(vegetation). Tabanus illotus (O.S.), however, was consistently 
attracted to all grey spheres and was most attracted to the darkest 
and lightest grey spheres, which presumably contrasted the most 
against the background (Bracken et al. 1962). Numerous earlier 
studies have indicated that biting flies are attracted to dark 
surfaces rather than light ones (Hansens 1952; Barrass 1960; Rockel 
1968; Dean et al. 1969; Granger 1970; Hansens et al. 1971; Bradbury 
and Bennett 1974) It has been suggested that these experimental 
results reflect the increased attraction of host-seeking flies to 
objects that have high contrast against the background, however, this 
was never experimentally tested (Barrass 1960; Bracken et al. 1962; 
Dean et al. 1969; Roberts 1970a; Morgan and Lee 1977). This study 
supports the conclusion that intensity contrast against the background 
is an important factor in attraction of host-seeking flies and 
indicates that hue can enhance attraction independant of intensity. 
Attraction of flies to test panels was greatest when high 
intensity grey or low intensity blue panels were used (Table 17-18). 
General trends seen in this study were increased collections of flies 
on grey test panels as intensity of grey decreased (increased %BK), 
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and decreased collection of flies on blue test panels as intensity of 
blue decreased (increased %W)(Fig. 19). The differences in attraction 
of flies to grey and blue test panels indicated that hue can affect 
attraction independent of intensity. The large collections of flies 
on low intensity blue test panels can be explained by the higher 
concentration of blue pigment in the low intensity blue pigment 
mixtures. As the concentration of blue pigment increased, the panel 
may have appeared more 'blue' and thus more attractive to the flies. 
The trend of collection of flies on high intensity blue test panels 
was lower but parallel to that of high intensity grey panels (Fig. 
19). This trend changed with the low intensity blue pigment mixtures 
and attraction of flies greatly increased. Bradbury and Bennett 
(1974) suggested that objects contrasting against the environment by 
relative intensity present obvious stimuli for host-seeking flies. In 
the context of this study, their conclusions are true for objects that 
contrast highly with the background. Objects that had moderate 
contrast against the background in this study, captured some 
host-seeking flies but not as many as those with high contrast. 
Orientation. Flies approaching panels flew at a height (30.4 - 53.2 
cm)(Table 18), slightly above the top of the predominant vegetation 
(25.5 - 30.5 cm)(Allan, unpublished data). Upon nearing the test and 
background panel, flies landed immediately, flew past, or flew around 
the panel before landing (Table 19). All of the flies that landed, 
did so below the height of initial approach regardless of whether they 
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landed on the test panel or background panel. Our studies support 
conclusions by other researchers (Jamnback and Wall 1959; Joyce and 
Hansens 1968; Schulze et al. 1975), that the level of flight of X* 
nigrovittatus is slightly above the top of the salt marsh grass. This 
is further substantiated by a study by Morgan and Lee (1977), who 
found that .T* nigrovittatus will usually not fly over vegetative 
barriers over 3 m high. 
Several of the flies approaching the panels circled them, similar 
to the behavior of a host-seeking X» nigrovittatus female circling a 
host. Wehner (1981) stated that flying insects fixate stationary 
objects to avoid blurry and distorted images and to allow preorganized 
flight operations. Such behavior has been previously recorded for 
hoverflies (Collett and Land 1975) and Polistes sp. (Freisling 1943). 
Orientation to panels was assumed to be entirely visual due to lack of 
an odor source. Flies that flew past the traps may have done so 
because either they did not detect it, or they were not the correct 
age or in the correct physiological state for host-seeking. 
Flies landing on the panels showed a strong preference for 
landing along the edge of the test panel against the background panel 
(Table 21). The detection of contrasting edges is enhanced by lateral 
inhibiton, a visual mechanism which increases visibility of edges high 
in contrast (Wehner 1981). Strong orientation to edges is a well 
known phenomenon in insects and has been clearly demonstrated in 
aphids (Kring 1967) and locusts (Wallace 1958). In attraction studies 
with tsetse flies, maximum collections occurred along the boundaries 
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of black and white stripes (Turner and Invest 1973). Turner and 
Invest (1973) suggested that the edge attraction in tsetse flies was 
related to the field observations that flies were commonly found 
resting on edges of clearings, where the greatest contrast in light 
intensity occurred. Attraction of T_. nigrovittatus to simple edges 
has been previously reported (Chapter III) and was believed to be 
related to feeding site preferences on hosts. 
Conclusions 
Visual attraction of host-seeking female nigrovittatus to 
possible hosts is enhanced by high intensity contrast against the 
background. Low intensities of blue, which elicit host orientation, 
enhanced visual attraction, even when contrast against the background 
was low. From this and a previous study (Chapter III), important 
attributes for trap design or host orientation appear to be simple, 
compact shapes, which have high intensity contrast to background or 
are of a low intensity hue which elicits host orientation. 
Orientation to test panels was visual with initial flight 
approach at a height just above the vegetation. Upon detection of the 
test panel, flies oriented downwards and towards high contrast edges. 
This orientation is presumably related to the flies' behavior of 
feeding on the undersides of hosts and may also explain the 
effectiveness of black box traps. 
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APPENDIX I 
WAVELENGTH SPECIFIC ATTRACTION 
OF TABANUS NIGROVITTATUS MACQUART 
A study was conducted to ascertain that attraction of parous 
host-seeking female _T. nigrovittatus was to hue and not to intensity. 
Panels of a relatively attractive hue (blue) and unattractive hue 
(yellow-green)(Chapter IV) were compared against grey panels which 
reflected an equal number of quanta that were capable of stimulating 
the eye of the fly. 
Materials and Methods 
This study was conducted using the study site, materials and 
trapping procedures similar to those described in Chapter IV.- Two 
series of paired panels were used to determine whether attraction was 
to hue or intensity. A panel that was either blue or yellow-green was 
tested against a grey panel that was of equal intensity as viewed by 
the fly. The hues of blue and yellow-green were used because it had 
been previously determined that T. nigrovittatus can detect these hues 
(Chapter IV). Determination of an equal intensity grey is complicated 
by several factors. Insect photoreceptors can be stimulated more by 
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some wavelengths than by others (as determined by spectral sensitivity 
studies) and this must be taken into consideration. Reflected light 
of different hues contains different amounts of light energy, and 
photons, which are the units of light detected by an insect 
photoreceptor, are composed of different amounts of energy at 
different wavelengths. A formula was developed to calculate the 
number of photons that were reflected from each panel and capable of 
stimulating the photoreceptors of T_. nigrovittatus. 
The spectral irradiance of each pigment mixture was obtained from 
320-700 nm using a scanning spectral radiometer (Gamma Scientific, 
Inc.). A xenon arc lamp (XBO, Osram) which produces a light spectrum 
proportionately close to sunlight was used as a light source. 
Measurements were made in microwatts/cm2/sec and converted to photons 
(quanta). This was multiplied, then, by the relative spectral 
sensitivity value at each 10 nm interval, at each 10 nm interval, an 
integration was performed and all integrals from 340-600 nm were 
summed to give the total number of photons being reflected and likely 
to stimulate the flies' photoreceptors. This was called the fly 
excitation index. This process is described by the equation; 
G00 
N = £ (E(^ 
) 19.875 
N = fly excitation index 
E(p^)= incident reflection from panel at ^ to ^+10 
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A = wavelength in nm 
S(*)= relative spectral sensitivity at ^to ^+10 
Normalized spectral sensitivity values, determined previously 
(Chapter II), for 8- to 18-day-old female flies (host-seeking females) 
were used* Fly excitation indices for yellow-green, blue and grey 
pigment mixtures were examined and a range of intensities of 
yellow-green and blue were matched with greys of equal intensity. 
Pigment mixtures used for grey panels were; a) 7% BK; b) 8% BK; c) 13% 
BK; d) 20% BK; e) 30% BK; f) 43% BK; g) 50% BK; h) 70% BK; i) 80% BK; 
and j) 85% BK mixed with titanium white. Pigment mixtures used for 
blue panels were; a) 3% B; b) 10% B; c) 34% B; d) 50% B; e) 75% B; and 
f) 85% B mixed with titanium white. Pigment mixtures for yellow-green 
panels were; a) yellow-green 1 (30% YG, 70% W); b) yellow-green 2 (50% 
YG, 50% W); c) yellow-green 3 (95% YG, 5% BK); d) yellow-green 4 (50% 
Y, 50% G); and e) yellow-green 5 (20% Y, 80% G, 20% W). Reflectance 
spectra of pigment mixtures used is presented in Fig. 20-22. Data 
were transformed (log(x+1.5)) and differences between means tested by 
ANOVA at the 5% level. 
Results and Discussion 
Response of flies to pairs of panels consisting of a colored 
panel and a corresponding grey panel of equal intensity grey are 
presented in Tables 22 and 23. In all paired comparisons, blue panels 
caught significantly more flies than the corresponding grey panels 

(%BK 
Figure 20, Reflectance spectra of grey pigment mixtures 



















Figure 21. Reflectance spectra of blue pigment mixtures 


















Figure 22. Reflectance spectra of yellow-green pigment 
mixtures. Yellow-green pigment mixtures were made with the 
following artist pigments; titanium white (W), ivory black (BK), 
cadmium yellow pale(Y), winsor green (G), and a foliar mimac 
(YG). Mixtures used were YG1 (30% YG, 70% W), YG2(50% YG, 50% 


































Table 22. Captures of adult female T_. nigrovittatus on pairs of 
panels (30 x 30 cm) consisting of a blue panel and 





flies collected (%) P-value 
3% blue 16 769 (66.8) a 0.005 
75 black 381 (33.2) b 
10% blue 17 376 (72.7) a 0.000 
13% black 141 (27.3) b 
34% blue 11 740 (72.8) a 0.001 
30% Black 276 (27.2) b 
50% blue 16 930 (68.5) a 0.002 
50% black 427 (31.5) b 
75% blue 12 665 (82.1) a 0.000 
70% black 145 (17.9) b 
85% blue 15 248 (78.3) a 0.000 
80% black 69 (21.7) b 
Numbers in each pair which are not followed by the same letter 
significantly different at P<0.05 
* Panels are coated with pigment mixtures consisting of 
ivory black or permanent blue artist pigment and titanium 
white pigment 
Table 23. Captures of adult female T. nigrovlttatus on pairs of 
panels (30 x 30 cm) consisting of a yellow-green 





collected (%) P-value 
Yellow-green 1 10 22 ( 8.3) a 0.000 
8% black 244 (91.7) b 
Yellow-green 2 14 74 (24.9) a 0.007 
20% black 223 (75.1) b 
Yellow-green 3 16 82 (21.2) a 0.001 
43% Black 305 (78.8) b 
Yellow-green 4 15 45 (33.1) a 0.216 
70% black 91 (66.9) a 
Yellow-green 5 11 49 (42.3) a 0.553 
85% black 67 (57.7) a 
Numbers in each pair which are not followed by the same letter 
significantly different at P<0.05 
* Panels are coated with pigment mixtures consisting of 
ivory black or yellow-green artist pigment and titanium 
white pigment 
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(Table 22). High intensity yellow-green panels (yellow-green 1-3) 
caught significantly fewer flies than the corresponding grey panels. 
Collections on low intensity yellow-green panels (yellow-green 4-5) 
were not significantly more different from those on corresponding grey 
panels• 
Quantum flux reflected from each test panel in a pair was equal 
and differences in attraction to panels could be assumed to result 
from wavelength rather than intensity discrimination. Results of this 
study should be interpreted carefully, If no significant difference 
occurred between collections on a pair of test panels, it can be 
interpreted that either flies were not able to differentiate between 
panels on the basis of hue, and that intensity was important in the 
amount of attraction, or that flies were not attracted to the 
particular hue and that intensity was the only factor important in 
attraction. If significantly fewer flies were collected on the 
colored panel than on the grey panel, then it can be assumed that the 
hue was detected and either elicited avoidance, or a lack of 
attraction as compared to the grey panel. From this, it can be 
assumed that the response of the flies was due to hue and not 
intensity. If significantly more flies were attracted to the colored 
panel than the grey panel, then it can be assumed that flies were 
able to detect the hue which elicited attraction. In this situation 
attraction would be to hue not intensity. 
As seen in Table 1, response of flies to blue panels was greater 
than to grey panels of equal intensity. This was true over a range of 
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intensities indicating that attraction was in response to the blue 
pigment. This type of behavior (attraction and alightment) which 
occurs in response to a wavelength and exists over a range of 
intensities is commonly known as wavelength-specific behavior. 
The low collection of flies on panels with yellow-green 1-3 
compared to the corresponding grey panels suggests that flies can 
differentiate yellow-green from grey panels. This differentiation 
would not be on the basis of intensity which was equal, but on the 
basis of hue. Low intensity yellow-green panels were also less 
attractive then the corresponding grey panels, although this 
difference was not significant. In this situation, the decreased 
attraction to grey panels may have been the result of decreased 
contrast against the background vegetation. 
It is evident from this study that parous female flies were able 
to distinguish blue and yellow-green on the basis of hue not 
intensity. This provides conclusive behavioral data that supports the 
electrophysiological data reported earlier in this study (Chapter II) 
that blue and green photoreceptors are present in T. nigrovittatus.. 
Blue appears to elicit attraction of parous female T_. nigrovittatus 
and fulfills the requirements to be termed wavelength-specific 
behavior 

